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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose of Document

1.1.1

Approach

This document resides within a requirements capture tool (Jama Contour) and for each
requirement statement includes relational links back to the Level 2 Requirements.
This document is a living document that will converge on the requirements for the Mid.CBF Subelement. The convergence process is an iterative one between the SKA Office and the consortia
involved with the Element design work.
At present, some requirement statements have no traceability link available back to the Level 2
Requirements. In these cases CSP Level 2 Requirement Assumptions have been created as
parent requirements. These assumptions are in a section that follows the requirements in this
document. These assumptions must at some point be confirmed as valid, or revised if not.
Each requirement identified within this document has a unique four digit identifier preceded by the
prefix "SKA1-CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ-". The identifier is generated by the requirements capture tool.
It provides a useful reference tag and indicates where in the system hierarchy the requirement
resides.
Each requirement identifies the type of verification method.
The latest issued document takes precedence over the contents of the requirements capture tool.
However, an issued Level 3 Requirement document represents a requirements capture tool
baseline. The data-base baseline identifier is referenced in the document history.
Amendments to the document will be via change control. If accepted, amendments will be via the
requirements capture tool. Re-issue of this document will require a new baseline and export from
the requirements tool and subsequent submission and approval via the Document Management
System.

1.1.2

Verb Convention

"Shall" is used whenever a statement expresses a convention that is binding. The verbs "should"
and "may" express non-mandatory provisions. "Will" is used to express a declaration of purpose on
the part of the design activity.

1.2

Scope of Document

1.2.1

Identification

The CSP_Mid.CBF Sub-element is assumed to include all of the associated equipment, facilities,
material, software, hardware, policy, technical documentation, services, and personnel required for
its operation. This requirement specification does not cover policy, technical documentation,
services, or personnel required for its operation.

4-Jul-18
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This document covers the CSP_Mid.CBF aspects of the SKA1 Observatory and as such specifies
the following product:


CSP_Mid.CBF 311-000000

1.2.2

Intended use of Document

This specification:
1. Forms part of the SKA CSP systems engineering baseline, as defined in the SKA1 CSP
SEMP [AD22].
2. Defines functional, performance, interface, environmental, physical, safety, logistic support,
regulatory (legal) and special design requirements which are an input to the engineering
and development of the item.
3. Is the specification against which the CSP_Mid.CBF Sub-element will be sold-off (proven to
be compliant to requirements).
4. Identifies the methods that will be used to verify that these requirements have been met
when the item is submitted for acceptance.
This document is expected to be used by the CSP Element and Mid.CBF Sub-element
Engineering Team and the SKAO System Engineering Teams. This document will also be used as
part of the Construction Procurement Package.

1.3

Sub-element Description, Context, and Deployment

1.3.1

Mid.CBF Sub-element Overview

The context of the CSP_Mid.CBF Sub-element is captured within the SKA1 CSP Architectural
Design Document [RD1].

1.3.2

External Interfaces

The external interfaces to the CSP_Mid.CBF are covered in the applicable Interface Control
Documents and are further elaborated in the SKA1 CSP Architectural Design Document [RD1].

1.3.3

Functional Breakdown

CSP_Mid.CBF performs two basic functions, correlation and beamforming. CSP_Mid.CBF
calculates full-polarisation cross-correlation spectra with a configurable number of channels per
polarization (up to ~380K) for every pair of antennas in each sub-array, including antennas against
themselves; each sub-array may be observing in a different observing Band, and spectral zoom
may be employed to provide finer spectral resolution over a range of narrower bandwidths. The
maximum data rate to the SDP dictates the number of baselines, channels and integration times
across all sub-arrays.
The beamformer, included in CSP_Mid.CBF, coherently adds signals from all antennas together to
form beams, each with the combined sensitivity of the antennas that form the sum, to be used for
pulsar searching and timing. So as to adequately fill the primary beam of the antenna, up to 1500
4-Jul-18
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Pulsar Search beams are formed. By contrast, only 16 Pulsar Timing beams are required, as they
are used for targeted observations of known pulsars, although at a much wider bandwidth per
beam (up to 2.5 GHz) for sensitivity. Within any sub-array the imaging correlator and beamformer
must be able to operate concurrently.
The VLBI beamformer forms up to 4 coherent independently pointed beams at up to 2.5
GHz/beam or 2 beams at up to 5 GHz/beam. Each beam can have multiple “VLBI standard” subbands, each with selectable bandwidth of 224 MHz, 128 MHz, 64MHz, …, 1 MHz. As well, in VLBI
mode CSP_Mid.CBF must simultaneously produce cross-correlations within each VLBI sub-array,
to facilitate beamforming calibration.

1.4

Operational Modes

The definition of the terms “States” and “Modes” is very diverse in the SE and software
communities and it is generally accepted that States and Modes can be used interchangeably, and
that there is no clearly defined difference. The strict definition of States and Modes is therefore
considered to be not important in this document, and the terms are used quite loosely.
However, they are generally used in the following sense:


Modes: refer to sets of behaviour or functionality that are needed to control an item.



States: refer to sets of characteristics that are needed for reporting of an item’s condition.

CSP_Mid.CBF implementation of states and modes is aligned with the document “SKA1 Control
System Guidelines” [RD4].

Table 1-1 CSP_Mid.CBF Sub-element States and Modes

Attribute

Range

adminMode
(read-write)

Description and comments
Set by an outside authority (operations via TM).

ONLINE
MAINTENANCE

CSP_Mid.CBF can be used for observing (scientific or other).
CSP_Mid.CBF should not be used for scientific observing.

MAINTENANCE is the factory default, when commissioning is
completed operations should set adminMode=ONLINE.
OFFLINE

CSP_Mid.CBF should not be used at all.

NOT-FITTED

Set by operations to suppress alarm generation.

opState

CSP_Mid.CBF intelligently rolls-up operational state of all hardware
and software components and reports overall operational state.

(read-only)
OFF

4-Jul-18
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Attribute

Range

Description and comments

INIT

Initialization of the Master Control Servers and monitor and control
network is being performed.

STANDBY

Low-power state, CSP_Mid.CBF uses < 5% of nominal power, basic
monitor and control functionality is available, including the commands
to request state transition (to ON,OFF,DISABLE, or INIT).

ON

At least a minimum of CSP_Mid.CBF signal processing capability is
available; at least one receptor and one subarray can be used for
observing (either for scientific observations or for testing and
maintenance). Commands to increase/decrease functional availability
and power consumption are available.

DISABLE

CSP_Mid.CBF is administratively disabled, either by setting
adminMode OFFLINE or NOT-FITTED, or via a command to
transition to state=DISABLE. Basic monitor and control functionality is
available but signal processing functionality is not available.

ALARM

Quality Factor for at least one attribute crossed the ALARM threshold.
Part of CSP_Mid.CBF functionality may be unavailable.

FAULT

Unrecoverable fault has been detected, CSP_Mid.CBF is not available
for use at all, maintainer/operator intervention is required in order to
return to ON, STANDBY, or DISABLE.

UNKNOWN

CSP_Mid.CBF is unresponsive, e.g. due to loss of
communication (cannot be reported by CSP_Mid.CBF itself).
CSP_Mid.CBF intelligently rolls-up attribute quality factors, availability
and other indicators and reports overall
CSP_Mid.CBF healthState.

OK
healthState
DEGRADED

Components where adminMode=NOT_FITTED or OFFLINE are
excluded from the roll-up.

(read-only)
FAILED

simulationMode FALSE
TRUE

Note: The healthState reported by CSP_Mid.CBF indicates health
as detected by the CSP_Mid.CBF itself and is one of the inputs for
calculation of the overall operational availability which in some cases
cannot be determined in real-time.
Simulation is provided for monitor and control functions, and does not
include signal processing functionality. When
simulationMode=TRUE, CSP_Mid.CBF accepts commands and
responds to them, but does not re-configure lower-layer software,
firmware and hardware components.

controlMode

REMOTE

CSP_Mid.CBF does not distinguish between remote and local clients,
CSP always reports controlMode=REMOTE.

testMode

NO

CSP_Mid.CBF test modes will be identified in construction.

4-Jul-18
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Figure 1-1 CSP_Mid.CBF Operational States

Table 1-2 Subarray States and Modes

Attribute

Range

adminMode

(read-write)

Set by an outside authority (operations via TM).

ONLINE
MAINTENANCE

OFFLINE

4-Jul-18

Description and comments

Subarray can be used for scientific observing.
Subarray not to be used for scientific observing, but can be used for
testing and commissioning.
Subarray not to be used at all.
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Attribute

Range

Description and comments

NOT-FITTED

Set by operations to suppress alarm generation.
CSP_Mid.CBF intelligently rolls-up operational state of all components
used by the subarray and reports overall subarray operational state.

opState
(read-only)

INIT

Subarray is being initialized.

OFF

Subarray is ‘empty’; no receptors have been assigned to the subarray.

ON

At least one receptor has been allocated to the subarray; subarray is
ready to accept a scan configuration.

DISABLE

Subarray is administratively disabled; basic monitor and control
functionality is available but signal processing functionality is not
available.

ALARM

Quality Factor for at least one attribute crossed the ALARM threshold.
Some or all functionality may not be available.

FAULT

Unrecoverable fault has been detected, subarray is not available for use;
maintainer/operator intervention is required.

UNKNOWN

Subarray is unresponsive, e.g. due to loss of communication (cannot be
reported by CSP_Mid.CBF).

OK
healthState
DEGRADED
(read-only)
FAILED
CORRELATION
PSS-BF
procMode
PST-BF
(read-write)
VLBI
IDLE

4-Jul-18

Subarray Processing Mode.
Subarray procMode=IDLE when no receptors are assigned to the
subarray (state=OFF) and when all processing resources assigned to the
subarray are IDLE.
All non-IDLE Processing ModeS can be executed simultaneously in the
same subarray (see SKA1-CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ-1855).
Observing State indicates status related to scan configuration and
execution.

obsState

(read-only)

CSP_Mid.CBF intelligently rolls-up attribute quality factors, state and
other indicators for all components used by the subarray and reports
overall subarray healthState.

IDLE

Subarray is not processing input data and is not generating output
products. Reported when SCAN ID=0.

CONFIGURING

Transient state entered when a command to re-configure subarray is
received, subarray leaves this state when re-configuration is completed.

READY

Subarray enters READY when re-configuration has been completed.

SCANNING

Subarray is processing input data and generating output products.
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Attribute

Range

Description and comments

ABORTED

Re-configuration or scanning has been aborted (stop re-configuration,
delay tracking and any other on-going function).

FAULT

Unrecoverable error that requires intervention.

Figure 1-2 CSP_Mid.CBF Sub-array Observing State
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2

APPLICABLE AND REFERENCED DOCUMENTS

The revisions of applicable and reference documents are included in the Configuration
Management Baseline in eB. The presiding document will always be the ‘latest approved’
document.

2.1

Applicable Documents

The following documents at their indicated revision form part of this document to the extent
specified herein. In the event of conflict between the contents of the applicable documents and this
SKA1 CSP Mid Correlator and Beamformer Requirements Specification document, the applicable
documents shall take precedence.
Table 2-1 Applicable Documents

Issue
Number

Ref No

Document/Drawing Number Document Title

AD1

SKA-TEL-CSP-0000010

SKA1 CSP Element Requirements
Specification (SE-2)

AD2

TBD

SKA1 Logistic Analysis Plan

AD3

SKA-TEL-SKO-0000120

SKA1 Configuration Management Plan

01

AD4

SKA-TEL-SKO-0000035

SKA Power Budget

04

AD5

SKA-TEL-SKO-0000202

SKA EMI/EMC Standards and Procedures

03

AD6

SKA-TEL-SKO-0000661

Fundamental SKA Software and Hardware
Description Language Standards

02

AD7

SKA-TEL-SKO-0000740

SKA Project Safety Management Plan

01

AD8

SKA-TEL-SKO-0000102

SKA1 RAM Allocation

03

AD9

ECP-140041

Glass box calibration requirement

AD16

300-000000-002

SKA1 MID SDP to CSP Interface Control
Document

04

AD17

300-000000-020

SKA1 MID CSP to INFRA Interface Control
Document

02

AD18

300-000000-021

SKA1 MID CSP to TM Interface Control
Document

03

AD19

300-000000-023

SKA1 MID SADT to CSP Interface Control
Document

03
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AD20

300-000000-032

SKA1 MID CSP to VLBI Interface Control
Document

01

AD21

SKA-TEL-SKO-0000124

SKA1 DISH to CSP Interface Control
Document

03

AD22

SKA-TEL-CSP-0000009

SKA1 CSP System Engineering
Management Plan (SE-1)

01

AD23

311-0000000-009

SKA1 CSP Mid CBF to Pulsar
Search Interface Control Document (SE-7c)

03

AD24

SKA-TEL-CSP-0000019

SKA1 CSP LMC to CSP Sub-elements
Interface Control Document (SE-7b)

05

AD25

SKA-TEL-CSP-0000250

SKA1 CSP Correlator and Beamformer to
Pulsar Timing Interface Control Document
(SE-7g)

01

2.2

Referenced Documents

The following documents provide useful reference information associated with this document.
These documents are to be used for information only. Changes to the date and/or revision number
do not make this document out of date. In the event of conflict between the contents of the
referenced documents and this document, this document shall take precedence.
Table 2-2 Reference Documents

Ref No

Document/Drawing
Number

Document Title

RD1

SKA-TEL-CSP000000014

SKA1 CSP Architectural Design Document (SE-5)

RD2

Issue
Number
04

reserved

RD3

311-000000-008

SKA1 CSP Mid Correlator Beamformer Test
Specification (EB-3)

02

RD4

000-000000-010

SKA Control System Guidelines

01

RD5

RFC 5905

Network Time Protocol version 4 standard

RD6

IEC 61000-3
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3

REQUIREMENTS

3.1

Array Attributes

CSP_Mid.CBF number of SKA1_Mid receptors
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept inputs from up to
1649
197 SKA1_Mid receptors in the SKA1_Mid array, each with an
identical interface defined in the DSH to CSP ICD and SADT to
CSP ICD (I.S1M.SADT_CSP.009).
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-783 SKA1-CSP_REQ-734 SKA1-CSP_REQ658 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1206

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF SKA1_Mid maximum array extent
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall process data from SKA1_Mid receptors with
1941
separations as large as 160 km.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1283

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF subarray phase center (except VLBI)
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQFor each subarray, CSP_Mid.CBF shall assume there is 1
1943
subarray phase center (a.k.a. delay center or topocenter), used for
all TM or LMC-provided delay and phase tracking models, which
is fixed for the duration of the subarray observation, and is located
within 10 km of the center of the smallest circle that encompasses
all receptors in the subarray. Note: does not apply to VLBI
subarrays.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1304

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF SKA1_Mid receptor azimuth and elevation
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- angle boresight pointing range
1944
CSP_Mid.CBF shall provide all signal processing functions
meeting requirements for SKA1_Mid receptor boresight pointing of
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360 degrees in azimuth and down to at least 15 degrees elevation
angle.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1359

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF SKA1_Mid receptor to CSP transmission delay
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- and compensation
1946
CSP_Mid.CBF shall accommodate, and automatically and
continuously compensate for unknown and slowly changing but
constrained sampled data transmission delays from SKA1_Mid
receptors between 1 microsecond and 1 millisecond, measured
from the physical SADT-DSH DDBH (I.S1M.SADT_DSH.001)
interface boundary to the physical SADT-CSP DDBH
(I.S1M.SADT_CSP.009) interface boundary or directly from DSH
from the physical I.S1M.DSH_CSP.001 egress boundary in the
receptor to the ingress boundary of the same in CSP_Mid.CBF.
Note: automatic and continuous compensation need occur
only under the following conditions:


availability and receipt of a stable, repeatable, and
contiguously available 1PPS marker on the DSHCSP_Mid.CBF link (via SADT-CSP DDBH or direct from
DSH). When/if this links drops out and is re-established,
or there are one or more intervening Band changes, the
1PPS marker still marks the same epoch in time relative to
the sky, the same for each Band, but allowably, normally,
and possibly slightly different for each Band,



availability and receipt of a continuously available 100 MHz
and 1PPS reference as defined in the SADT to
CSP_Mid.CBF I.S1M.SADT_CSP interface document. If
connection to these signals drop out and are reestablished, co-alignment of the reference 1PPS and the
DSH-CSP 1PPS assures "continuously available"
continuity.

Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-601 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1124 SKA1-CSP_REQ1553

Verification

Test
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3.2

Signal Processing

3.2.1

Calibration

CSP_Mid.CBF consistency of zoom and non-zoom visibilities
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQZoom Window visibilities produced by CSP_Mid.CBF, when
1824
averaged to the same frequency channel resolution as non-zoom
visibilities, and for spectrally flat signals with half-power
bandwidths greater than 3 non-zoom visibility widths, shall
agree with normal visibilities to within +/-0.1% in amplitude and +/0.001 radians in phase, or +/-1.5 sigma, whichever is larger, for
the same frequency range, integration time period, and stationary
input data.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1030

Verification

Test

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF consistency of zoom and non-zoom
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- visibilities
2238
[Useful] Zoom Window visibilities produced by CSP_Mid.CBF,
when averaged to the same frequency channel resolution as nonzoom visibilities, and for spectrally flat signals with half-power
bandwidths greater than 3 non-zoom visibility widths, shall
agree with normal visibilities to within +/-0.01% in amplitude and
+/-0.0001 radians in phase, or +/-1.5 sigma, whichever is
larger, for the same frequency range, integration time period, and
stationary input data.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1030

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF consistency of complex response
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQUnless explicitly commanded to do so, CSP_Mid.CBF shall
1825
maintain the complex response of all data products at a
level within 0.1% in amplitude and within 0.001 radians in phase,
or within 1.5 sigma, whichever is larger, through any
CSP_Mid.CBF Band changes, delay center on the sky changes,
resets, or power cycles.
Note: Can only be guaranteed to be met for CSP_Mid, for each
final channel before correlation or beamforming independently,
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and only if the RMS level, in any such channel and after RFI
flagging, has not changed by more than the specified
headroom when a Band or delay center on the sky change occurs.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1124 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1531

Verification

Test

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF consistency of complex response
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ[Useful] Unless explicitly commanded to do so, CSP_Mid.CBF
2239
shall maintain the complex response of all data products at a
level within 0.01% in amplitude and within 0.0001 radians in
phase, or within 1.5 sigma, whichever is larger, through any
CSP_Mid.CBF Band changes, delay center on the sky changes,
resets, or power cycles.
Note: Can only be guaranteed to be met for CSP_Mid, for each
final channel before correlation or beamforming independently,
and only if the RMS level, in any such channel and after RFI
flagging, has not changed by more than the specified
headroom when a Band or delay center on the sky change occurs.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1124 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1531

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF digital bandpass correction coefficients
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall provide to CSP_Mid.LMC
1826
digital bandpass correction factors, per-receptor and per-spectral
channel that, once applied and for spectrally flat signals with halfpower bandwidths greater than 3 channel widths, correct any
digital spectral gain variations introduced by CSP_Mid.CBF, to
within 0.01% in amplitude and 0.001 radians of phase.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1181

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF auto-set gains and levels
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each subarray independently,
2235
CSP_Mid.CBF shall auto-determine and auto-set all internal
correlation and beamforming gains and levels, determined over a
commanded period of time, and subsequently applied.
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Note: the RFI mask, if provided at the same time, defines RFI
flagging parameters.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-678 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1291 SKA1-CSP_REQ1530 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1124

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF auto-setting level headroom
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded to auto-set gains and levels, CSP_Mid.CBF
2236
shall provide signal headroom, as a function of RF center
frequency and in accordance with the CSP LMC to CSP Subelements ICD [SKA-TEL-CSP-0000019], for any specified precorrelation or pre-beamforming frequency.
Note: if no signal headroom is specified for any frequency, the
default headroom is 3 dB.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1291 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1531

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF switched noise diode: measurements
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each subarray, CSP_Mid.CBF shall
1831
measure the power of each receptor sample stream separately for
the noise diode ON signal condition and the noise diode OFF
signal condition, in the currently configured Band, at one or more
of any possible accessible channel resolutions, including but not
limited to visibility channel resolutions, at any dwell time that is an
integer number of channel samples, down to 5 microseconds.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1179

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF switched noise diode: switching signaling
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each subarray, CSP_Mid.CBF shall
1827
separately measure the power of each receptor sample stream for
the noise diode ON signal condition and the noise diode OFF
signal condition, with the ON/OFF state conveyed to the
CSP_Mid.CBF exclusively using the method defined in the DISH
to CSP ICD.
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1013 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1193

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF switched noise diode: switching pattern
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each subarray, CSP_Mid.CBF shall
1828
measure the power of each receptor sample stream for the noise
diode ON signal condition and the noise diode OFF signal
condition, wherein the ON/OFF switching pattern and dwell times
may be:
1. different for each receptor,
2. random or periodic,
3. ON or OFF for arbitrarily long periods of time.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1287

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF switched noise diode: measurement and
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- reporting interval
1830
When commanded, for each subarray, CSP_Mid.CBF shall
measure and report the power of each receptor sample stream to
CSP_Mid.LMC for the noise diode ON signal condition and the
noise diode OFF signal condition, with a
configurable measurement interval of arbitrary temporal phase
down to a minimum 0.14 seconds and with a reporting interval any
integer multiple of the measurement interval.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1178

Verification

Test

3.2.2

Signal Processing Chain

CSP_Mid.CBF faster than sidereal delay tracking
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for any subarray and any Band,
178
CSP_Mid.CBF shall track delay and phase at a
rate corresponding to 20 times sidereal tracking, while meeting all
signal processing requirements including but not limited to
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accuracy, precision, efficiency, and performance of correlation and
tied-array beamforming.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1026

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF phase performance: biases & discontinuities
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall ensure phase biases or phase discontinuities
1653
in any output data products, on any time scale up to 1000 hrs, at
any frequency within the processed bandwidth of any Band, do
not exceed those imposed by the limits of CSP_Mid.LMC-provided
or delay model-derived phase models, delay tracking precision, or
the stability and correctness of the 1-PPS and UTC
timestamp received from the SKA1_Mid receptor.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1123 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1317

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF visibility flagging applies to all polarization
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- products
1654
When flagging visibilities, CSP_Mid.CBF shall identically flag all
polarization products of any particular visibility as invalid if any
polarization product of the particular visibility is flagged bad. Note:
applies to zoom, non-zoom, and visibilities produced in support of
VLBI.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1122

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF latency in visibility production
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQVisibilities produced by CSP_Mid.CBF shall have a latency of no
171
more than 1 second or three correlator integration periods,
whichever is longer, after receipt of streaming data
from SKA1_Mid receptors at the I.S1M.SADT_CSP.009 (DSH)
ingress boundary, until present at the I.S1M.SADT_CSP.005
egress boundary. Note: applies to zoom, non-zoom, and
visibilities produced in support of VLBI.
Parent
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Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF spurious products in imaging visibilities
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe level of spurious spectral products introduced by
172
CSP_Mid.CBF, in channels not containing native RFI--subject to
the limitations of channel transition band, reject band, and
temporal characteristics--in produced visibilities for the suite of
RFI test cases provided by the SKAO, shall be at least 80 dB
down from the progenitor RFI spectral feature(s) and, if at all
possible, at least 100 dB down and integrating down with the
noise, for any supported visibility spectral channel resolutions, for
integrations up to 1000 hours, over the entire processed
bandwidth for any Band.
Note: applies to zoom and non-zoom visibilities.
Note: where there are no RFI progenitor(s), visibility spectral
channels must integrate down as noise for an uncorrelated white
noise input.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1021 SKA1-CSP_REQ-728 SKA1-CSP_REQ1485

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF visibility closure errors
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQFor each subarray, when receptor delay rates are non-zero for the
1655
imaging delay center on the sky, and the ratio of models of such
receptor delay rates for every baseline are not rational numbers
for all but transient periods of time, CSP_Mid shall have RMS
closure errors less than those expected due to the sky,
fundamental instrumental issues for which there is no mitigation,
and uncorrelated noise, in any produced visibilities within the
processed bandwidth, on any observation timescale from the
CSP_Mid visibility integration period up to 1000 hours.
Note: applies to zoom and non-zoom visibilities, as well as
visibilities produced in support of VLBI.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1192 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1485

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF precision, accuracy, and consistency of
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- delay/phase model application time
1845
For each subarray and across configuration changes, including
Band changes, power cycles, resets, and fault recoveries,
CSP_Mid.CBF shall consistently and deterministically apply delay
and phase tracking models to a precision of at least within +/- 1
sample time at the frequency resolution where they are applied
and with accuracy to fundamental telescope reference time limited
only by the accuracy of the best representation of telescope
reference time available to CSP.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1385

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF consistency and accuracy of visibility
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- timestamping
1844
For each subarray and across configuration changes, including
Band changes, power cycles, resets, and fault
recoveries, CSP_Mid.CBF shall consistently and
deterministically timestamp visibilities with respect to the best
representation of telescope reference time available to CSP, with
timestamp according to the MID SDP to CSP Interface Control
Document [300-000000-002], and with an RMS error less than the
output TCI time resolution or the inverse of the visibility channel
resolution, whichever is larger and applicable.
Note: applies to zoom, non-zoom, and visibilities produced in
support of VLBI.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1384

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF visibility temporal cadence phase
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQVisibilities with the same integration time, produced by
1854
CSP_Mid.CBF, shall have the same temporal cadence phase (i.e.
non-TCI-corrected visibility timestamps are all aligned/"in-step" in
time). It is acceptable if this is limited to be for each scan and for
each subarray independently.
Note: applies to zoom, non-zoom, and visibilities produced in the
support of VLBI independently; i.e. zoom, non-zoom, and
visibilities produced in support of VLBI for the same scan and
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subarray each independently require the same temporal cadence
phase, but not in relation to each other.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1429

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF delay tracking precision
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall track delay
1652
with sufficient precision such that the maximum delay offset (bias)
within the processed bandwidth, over any time interval is not
greater than +/-0.005 sample intervals, relative to the delay model
provided by CSP_Mid.LMC, where the sample interval is the
inverse of the sample rate for the sampled bandwidth in question.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1121

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF different receptor sample clock frequencies
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall receive and process data
1859
digitized at the same or a different sample rate at each receptor,
the maximum sample rate difference between any two receptors
in a subarray being 4 MHz for any Band, and with the sample
rates defined in the DISH to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1021 SKA1-CSP_REQ-823

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF digitally re-sample to a common rate before
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- correlation or beamforming
2229
CSP_Mid.CBF shall digitally re-sample data, that may be sampled
at a different rate at each SKA1_Mid receptor, to a common rate
before performing any cross-correlation or beamforming
operations.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1021

Verification

Inspection
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CSP_Mid.CBF any Band to Band 1-4 configuration change
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- time
1860
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall change from active,
ready, and normal processing configuration in any Band to active,
ready, and normal processing configuration in Bands 1, 2, 3, or 4,
in less than or equal to 14 seconds.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1286

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF any Band to Band 5a/b configuration change
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- time
1861
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall change from active,
ready, and normal processing configuration in any Band to active,
ready, and normal processing configuration in Band 5a or 5b, in
less than or equal to 4 seconds.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-643

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF independent delay and phase tracking per
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- polarization
1862
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall independently track delay
and phase for each polarization of each SKA1_Mid receptor, with
a net (instrumental+atmospheric) worst-case receptor differential
polarization delay in any Band of 10 nanoseconds and with a
differential delay rate, at any instant, that is less than 0.01 times
sidereal.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1430

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF tunable Search Windows
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall provide at least 2 tunable
1863
dual-polarization Search Windows per receptor for pulsar search
beamforming, where each Search Window:
1. can be tuned anywhere within the digitized bandwidth of
any Band with at least 0.01 MHz tuning resolution,
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2. has a beamforming bandwidth of no less than 295 MHz
and,
3. has a channelized (sampled) bandwidth no greater than
333.35 MHz.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1472 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1297 SKA1-CSP_REQ755

Verification

Test and Inspection

3.2.2.1

FSA-specific

CSP_Mid.CBF Frequency Slice-based processing resource
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- configuration [Nsubarrays defined]
1855
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall configure its processing
resources such that:
1. Sampled signals for any Band are divided into multiple
identical Frequency Slices located within the processed
bandwidth of any Band, and with Frequency Slice
processed bandwidth independent of the Band.
2. Any Frequency Slice -- or, for Pulsar Search, Search
Window -- from any Band for all SKA1_Mid receptors, is
processed in one or more Frequency Slice Processors,
each of which may be configured for any one of the
following "Function Modes" at any one time:
1. Correlation, for up to at least 16 sub-arrays
independently, each sub-array producing zoom or
non-zoom visibilities,
2. Pulsar Timing beamforming, for up to at least 16
sub-arrays independently, internally producing
Pulsar Timing beams for subsequent Pulsar Timing
processing.
3. Pulsar Search beamforming, for up to at least 16
sub-arrays independently, internally producing
Pulsar Search beams for subsequent Pulsar
Search processing or,
4. VLBI, for up to at least 4 VLBI sub-arrays
independently, concurrently producing VLBI beams
and visibilities in support of VLBI.
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1470 SKA1-CSP_REQ-976 SKA1-CSP_REQ786 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1483

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF Frequency Slice: processed bandwidth and
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- number of Processors
1856
CSP_Mid.CBF shall provide at least 27 Frequency Slice
Processors, at a Frequency Slice processed bandwidth of 200
MHz +/-2 MHz.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1471 SKA1-CSP_REQ-823 SKA1-CSP_REQ1459 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1144

Verification

Inspection

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF Bands 1-4 Frequency Slice tuning
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ[Useful] When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall, for each
1857
subarray independently, tune the center frequency of Frequency
Slices for Bands 1, 2, 3, and 4 over a range of at least +/-1/2 of a
Frequency Slice bandwidth within the received Band, with tuning
resolution of at least 0.01 MHz.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1474

Verification

Test

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF independence of calibration in
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- Frequency Slice Processors
1858
[Useful] When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall, for each
subarray in each Frequency Slice Processor independently, apply
calibration -- including delay models -- when configured for the
Correlation or the VLBI function.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1475

Verification

Test
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[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF Doppler phase correction
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ[Useful] When commanded, for each subarray CSP_Mid.CBF
176
shall apply CSP_Mid.LMC-provided Doppler phase models to the
Frequency Slice bandwidth within Correlation or VLBI Function
Mode Frequency Slice Processors with:
1. maximum 4 (TBC) double-precision coefficients (i.e. 3rd
order), valid for 10 seconds (TBC) and subsequently
updated every 10 seconds,
2. the model applied aligned to the reference 1-PPS epoch,
3. maximum phase rate and derivatives corresponding to
subarray topocenter Doppler correction to the barycenter
(TBC),
4. the same model applied to all receptors in a particular
subarray.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1019

Verification

Test

3.2.2.2

RFI Mitigation

CSP_Mid.CBF RFI detection and flagging
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall automatically detect RFI
1832
in the processed bandwidth for any Band and, when detected, flag
data to prevent corruption of any downstream data
products. Conformance to this requirement is determined by
testing of all SKAO-mandated RFI use cases such that, in each
case, prescribed acceptable performance is obtained.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-676

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF RFI masking
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall flag real-time (pre1833
visibility integration and pre-beamforming summing) data streams
at all available channel resolutions according to a pre-selected
RFI Mask, in accordance with the CSP LMC to CSP Sub-elements
ICD [SKA-TEL-CSP-0000019] and where the mask, for each
stream to be flagged at each channel resolution, contains:
4-Jul-18
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1. flagging ON/OFF,
2. non-RFI level establishment integration time,
3. non-RFI level setting (optional, overrides internal level
determination),
4. RFI trigger algorithm (Power, Kurtosis),
5. RFI trigger detect integration time,
6. flagging trigger level and,
7. flagging dwell time or "Auto".
Note: if no RFI mask is specified for a channel, then RFI flagging
by default is OFF for that channel.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-678

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF spectral confinement of RFI
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQSubject to fundamental limitations from DSH sample clock
1834
frequency offsets, correlator integration time, and filter Nyquist
zones, CSP_Mid.CBF shall confine RFI to its on-sky spectral
occupancy by:
1. achieving at least 30 dB attenuation over and above
stopband attenuation of (aliased) RFI not native to its
Frequency Slice or Search Window, in cross-correlation
visibilities,
2. not limiting further attenuation of such (aliased RFI) in
cross-correlation visibilities for increased frequency offsets
and/or integration times and,
3. ensuring such (aliased) RFI does not add coherently in any
tied-array (beamformer) outputs.
Note: Conformance to this requirement will be determined by
testing of all SKAO-mandated RFI use cases.
Note: applies to zoom, non-zoom, and visibilities produced in
support of VLBI.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1289 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1021

Verification

Test
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3.2.2.3

Band Definition

3.2.2.3.1

Band of Interest in Digitized Signal

CSP_Mid.CBF Band of interest: Band 1
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and processing data from Band 1,
270
CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept dual polarization digitized data from
each SKA1_Mid receptor at a sample rate of 3.96+k*delta_f/1e9
Gsamples/sec, with the RF (sky) band of interest present in the
digitized signal from 0.35 to 1.05 GHz, with the same frequency
sense as RF, with sky center frequency of 0.7 GHz, and with a net
down-conversion frequency of 0 Hz.
Where: k=positive integer defined for each receptor by
CSP_Mid.LMC, delta_f=1800 Hz, and k*delta_f does not exceed
4 MHz.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1183

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Band of interest: Band 2
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and processing data from Band 2,
271
CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept dual polarization digitized data from
each SKA1_Mid receptor at a sample rate of 3.96+k*delta_f/1e9
Gsamples/sec, with the RF (sky) band of interest present in the
digitized signal from 0.95 to 1.76 GHz, with the same frequency
sense as RF, with sky center frequency of 1.355 GHz, and with a
net down-conversion frequency of 0 Hz.
Where: k=positive integer defined for each receptor by
CSP_Mid.LMC, delta_f=1800 Hz, and k*delta_f does not exceed
4 MHz.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1184

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Band of interest: Band 3
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and processing data from Band 3,
272
CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept dual polarization digitized data from
each SKA1_Mid receptor with:
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1. a sample rate of 3.168+k*4/5*delta_f/1e9 Gsamples/sec,
2. the bandwidth of the band of interest of 1.4 GHz,
3. the sky RF center frequency of 2.35 GHz,
4. the center frequency of the band of interest in the digitized
signal of f_c_boi=0.766-k*2/5*delta_f/1e9 GHz,
5. the same frequency sense as RF and,
6. net downconversion frequency of f_c_rf-f_c_boi.
Where: k=positive integer defined for each receptor by
CSP_Mid.LMC, delta_f=1800 Hz, and k*4/5*delta_f does not
exceed 4 MHz.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1188

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Band of interest: Band 4
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and processing data from Band 4,
273
CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept dual polarization digitized data from
each SKA1_Mid receptor at a sample rate of
5.94+k*3/2*delta_f/1e9 Gsamples/sec, with the RF (sky) band of
interest present in the digitized signal from 0.295 to 2.675 GHz,
with the same frequency sense as RF, with sky center frequency
of 3.99 GHz, and with a net down-conversion frequency of 2.505
GHz.
Where: k=positive integer defined for each receptor by
CSP_Mid.LMC, delta_f=1800 Hz, and k*3/2*delta_f does not
exceed 4 MHz.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1189

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Band of interest: Band 5a
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and processing data from Band 5a,
274
CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept two streams (5a1 and 5a2) of dual
polarization digitized data from each SKA1_Mid receptor. For
each stream:
1. the sample rate is 5.94+k*3/2*delta_f/1e9 Gsamples/sec.
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2. the bandwidth of the band of interest is 2.5 GHz
3. the sky RF center frequency may be TM-defined tuned
anywhere between f_c_rf=5.85 and f_c_rf=7.25 GHz
4. the center frequency of the band of interest in the digitized
signal is f_c_boi=1.485-k*9/8*delta_f/1e9 + f_shift GHz
5. has the same frequency sense as RF and
6. has net downconversion frequency of f_c_rf_c_boi=f_c_rff_c_boi
Where: k=positive integer defined for each receptor by
CSP_Mid.LMC, delta_f=1800 Hz, f_shift is CSP_Mid.LMC-defined
anywhere in the range of at least +/-1/2 Frequency Slice
processed bandwidth with at least 0.01 MHz tuning resolution, and
k*3/2*delta_f does not exceed 4 MHz.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1191

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Band of interest: Band 5b
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and processing data from Band 5b,
1663
CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept two streams (5b1 and 5b2) of dual
polarization digitized data from each SKA1_Mid receptor. For
each stream:
1. the sample rate is 5.94+k*3/2*delta_f/1e9 Gsamples/sec.
2. the bandwidth of the band of interest is 2.5 GHz
3. the sky RF center frequency may be TM-defined tuned
anywhere between f_c_rf=9.55 and f_c_rf=14.05 GHz
4. the center frequency of the band of interest in the digitized
signal is f_c_boi=1.485-k*2*delta_f/1e9 + f_shift GHz
5. has the same frequency sense as RF and
6. has net downconversion frequency of f_c_rf_c_boi=f_c_rff_c_boi
Where: k=positive integer defined for each receptor by
CSP_Mid.LMC, delta_f=1800 Hz, f_shift is CSP_Mid.LMC-defined
anywhere in the range of at least +/-1/2 Frequency Slice
processed bandwidth with at least 0.01 MHz tuning resolution, and
k*3/s*delta_f does not exceed 4 MHz.
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1190

Verification

Test

3.2.2.3.2

Processed Bandwidth

CSP_Mid.CBF Processed Bandwidth: Band 1
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall process up to 700 MHz
276
per polarization of contiguous RF (sky) data within the Band 1
band of interest.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-608

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Processed Bandwidth: Band 2
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall process up to 810 MHz
277
per polarization of contiguous RF (sky) data within the Band 2
band of interest.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-610

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Processed Bandwidth: Band 3
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall process up to 1400 MHz
278
per polarization of contiguous RF (sky) data within the Band 3
band of interest.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-612

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Processed Bandwidth: Band 4
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall process up to 2380 MHz
279
per polarization of contiguous RF (sky) data within the Band 4
band of interest.
Parent
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Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Processed Bandwidth: Band 5a
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall process up to a total of
280
3900 MHz per polarization within the Band 5a band of interest,
consisting of CSP_Mid.LMC-defined portions, in whole or in
part, of either or both 5a1 and 5a2 bands of interest.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-616

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Processed Bandwidth: Band 5b
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall process up to 2 x 2500
1664
MHz per polarization of bandwidth, each dual-polarization 2500
MHz of bandwidth being contiguous RF (sky) data tuned
anywhere within the Band 5b band of interest.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1279

Verification

Test

3.2.2.4

Correlation

CSP_Mid.CBF visibility formation
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each sub-array independently
318
CSP_Mid.CBF shall form visibility products from all SKA1_Mid
receptors in the subarray, including up to all 197 SKA1_Mid
receptors, as follows:
1. all combinations of receptors, including with themselves;
(i.e. if there are N receptors in a subarray, there are
Nx(N+1)/2 such combinations, each one sometimes
referred to as a baseline),
2. within each particular combination, all 4 polarization
product permutations; (i.e. for polarizations "A" and
"B", AxA, AxB, BxA, BxB),
3. for each particular polarization product permutation of each
particular receptor combination, identical receptor visibility
channels (i.e. frequencies) across the entire or selected
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portion of the processed bandwidth of the given Band are
complex-correlated (i.e. sum of (X x Y*) OR sum of (X* x
Y), where * denotes the complex-conjugate) and,
4. there is no "dead time", i.e. un-flagged sample products
missing from any output visibility product.
Note: applies to zoom, non-zoom, and visibilities produced in
support of VLBI.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-783 SKA1-CSP_REQ-734 SKA1-CSP_REQ739 SKA1-CSP_REQ-948 SKA1-CSP_REQ-946 SKA1CSP_REQ-624 SKA1-CSP_REQ-869 SKA1-CSP_REQ-916

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF correlation efficiency: <10% RFI in visibility
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- case
185
For all SKAO-defined RFI use cases in all Bands, but strictly
for the case of unflagged visibility spectral channel
samples containing no more than 10% of their power as RFI,
when commanded CSP_Mid.CBF shall maintain a net sampled
data input-to-visibility output correlation efficiency of greater
than 0.98 on the sky signal of interest within the processed
bandwidths for Bands 1, 2, 3, and 4, and at least 0.96 or better for
each of Bands 5a and 5b, compared to an ideal CSP_Mid.CBF
system with the same inputs. Note: applies to both zoom and
non-zoom visibilities.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1062

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF correlation efficiency: >10% RFI in visibility
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- case
1866
For all SKAO-defined RFI use cases in all Bands, but for the case
of unflagged visibility spectral channel
samples containing more than 10% of their power as RFI, when
commanded CSP_Mid.CBF shall maintain maximal correlation
efficiency on the sky signal of interest within the processed
bandwidths for all Bands, by taking reasonable measures, which
do not appreciably increase cost, complexity, or
power. Reasonable measures include either:
1. maintaining at least 4 ENOB on the sky signal of interest,
with or without independent per-channel CSP_Mid.LMC-
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enabled/disabled automatic gain control, provided doing so
is not a cost or power driver (preferred) or,
2. maintaining at least 4 ENOB on the total signal, with
independent per-channel CSP_Mid.LMC-enabled/disabled
automatic gain control to optimally quantize the total
signal.
Note: applies to both zoom, non-zoom, and visibilities produced in
support of VLBI.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1291

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF visibility channel amplitude variation
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQVisibilities produced by CSP_Mid.CBF shall have an amplitude
340
response, after application of Mid.CBF per-channel gain
factors, that varies by at most +/-0.01 dB across the processed
bandwidth for any Band. Note: applies to both zoom and nonzoom visibilities.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-765

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF number of visibility spectral channels
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- delivered to the SDP
1871
When commanded, for every Band, for each subarray
independently, and identically for each baseline and polarization
product including auto-correlations, CSP_Mid.CBF shall produce
and deliver to the SDP up to minimum 51,180; maximum 65,536,
visibility spectral channels, linearly spaced and pro-rated up to
the full processed bandwidth, or any portion thereof, of the given
Band. Note: does not apply to zoom visibilities or visibilities
produced in support of VLBI.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-624 SKA1-CSP_REQ-738

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF number of visibility channels per Correlation
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- Frequency Slice Processor
1872
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When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall, for each subarray in
each Frequency Slice Processor configured for Correlation,
produce up to 14,000 to 16,384 visibility channels per-polarization
for each of 4 polarizations, linearly spaced across at least the
Frequency Slice or Zoom Window processed bandwidth.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-909

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF complex visibility amplitude stability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQComplex visibilities produced by CSP_Mid.CBF, for any Band, for
1873
stationary input signals, and for stable sky and Tsys, shall have no
detectable and uncorrectable variations as a function of time on
any visibility integration timescale up to 1000 hrs.
Note: applies to both zoom and non-zoom visibilities.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-625

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF visibility channel transition band
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQEach CSP_Mid.CBF cross-correlation and auto-correlation
1874
visibility channel transition band within any Band's processed
bandwidth shall be monotonically decreasing, in any region above
-60 dB, from the channel edge to the immediately adjacent
channel center frequency and having an amplitude response of 3.01 +/-0.01 dB at the channel edge to -80dB or better at the
immediately adjacent channel center frequency. Note: applies to
both zoom and non-zoom visibilities.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-627

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF visibility channel reject band envelope
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWithin any Band's processed bandwidth, the visibility channel
1875
reject band envelope for CSP_Mid.CBF, from the center of either
immediately adjacent channel to up to one-half of the original
digitized bandwidth away, shall fall off by at least another -30 dB
and thereafter shall be the same as or better than that level. Note:
applies to both zoom and non-zoom visibilities.
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-763

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF visibility integration period
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall produce visibilities
1876
integrated over a period of time--independently configurable for
each subarray, but that may be a multiple of a seed integration
time common across all subarrays--between 0.14 seconds +/-2%
to 1.4 seconds +/-2%, configurable in steps within that range of at
least as small as the minimum integration time or better. Note:
applies to both zoom and non-zoom visibilities.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-628

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF visibility Time Centroid Index (TCI)
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall, for each visibility, calculate and output, in the
2246
format specified in the MID SDP to CSP Interface Control
Document [300-000000-002], its Time Centroid Index (TCI), which
is the normalized and unit-less flagging-weighted effective time
centroid of the visibility's integration time.
Note: applies to both zoom and non-zoom visibilities.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1552 SKA1-CSP_REQ-738

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Correlation visibility channel averaging
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall, for each subarray in
1877
each Frequency Slice processor configured for Correlation
independently, channel-average visibilities, independently in each
of at least 20 equal frequency partitions across the Frequency
Slice or Zoom Window, with at least channel averaging factors of
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8, and restricted to averaging adjacent
channels only.
Note: a channel averaging factor of 0 means the visibility is not
output.
Note: applies to both zoom and non-zoom visibilities.
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-624 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1476

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Channel Centroid Index
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall, for any Frequency Slice Processor
1878
performing the Correlation function, for each visibility channel
output, calculate and output, in the format specified in the SDP to
CSP ICD, a corresponding Channel Centroid Index. The Channel
Centroid Index defines the flagging-qualified effective relative
visibility channel center frequency over the range of -0.5 to +0.5 of
its channel bandwidth.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1477 SKA1-CSP_REQ-738

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF zoom and non-zoom subarray independence in
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- Frequency Slice Processors
1879
When commanded, independently for each subarray and for each
Frequency Slice Processor configured for the Correlation function,
CSP_Mid.CBF shall generate non-zoom or zoom visibilities, at
any commanded Zoom Window processed bandwidth, without
restricting such choices for other subarrays within the same or
different Frequency Slice Processors.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1478

Verification

Test

3.2.2.4.1

Spectral Zoom Windows

CSP_Mid.CBF Zoom Window processed bandwidths and
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- tuning
1880
When commanded, independently for each subarray within each
Frequency Slice Processor configured for the Correlation function,
CSP_Mid.CBF shall produce zoom visibilities from Zoom Window
processed bandwidths of 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, or 1/64 of its
Frequency Slice processed bandwidth, with at least 0.01 MHz
Zoom Window center frequency tuning resolution.
Parent
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Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Zoom Window noise leakage power
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQFor a broad-band noise input with no RFI, the
1881
maximum total noise leakage into CSP_Mid.CBF Zoom
Window visibilities, from frequencies outside the Zoom
Window processed bandwidth, shall be less than -60 dB.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1425

Verification

Test

3.2.2.4.2

Pulsar phase bins

CSP_Mid.CBF phase binning general
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall, independently for each
1882
subarray and for any given Band, integrate visibilities within the
processed bandwidth into separate repetitively-accumulated
temporal phase bins and provide up to 1024 (TBC) such bins, with
4 choices of visibility spectral channel widths covering the range
from 1 to 1024 times the standard wideband visibility channel
width, allowing a programmable tradeoff between the pulsar
period, number of phase bins (1, 2, 3, ..., 1024), spectral channel
bandwidth (any of the selectable 4), and bin dwell time.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-722

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF phase binning range of pulsar periods
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid shall support pulsar phase binning for pulsar periods
2245
ranging from 1 msec to 100 sec.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1540

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF phase binning minimum bin dwell time (width)
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ1883
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When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall provide individual phase
bins with dwell times as small as 1 microsecond.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-781

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF phase binning temporal tracking
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded to produce phase-binned visibilities,
1884
CSP_Mid.CBF shall evaluate and apply a CSP_Mid.LMC-provided
temporal-domain model polynomial with up to 7 coefficients in
such a manner that:
1. the instantaneous temporal bin width error with respect to
the polynomial-calculated bin width at that time is to the
accuracy that the visibility channel width allows; and
2. any long-term drift between the applied temporal binning
and the best possible evaluation of the polynomial, is
solely due to numerical precision of the polynomial itself,
and not to any other CSP_Mid.CBF systematic effect.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-782

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF phase binning temporal distribution of phase
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- bins
1885
When commanded to produce phase-binned visibilities,
CSP_Mid.CBF shall integrate into bin widths that are temporally
equally spaced, each instantaneously calculated from the
temporal-domain model polynomial at the time of any particular
bin.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1005

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF phase binning correlation efficiency
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen integrating visibilities into temporal phase bins,
1886
CSP_Mid.CBF shall acquire all bins with at least 90% (TBC)
correlation efficiency.
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1007

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF phase binning integration time
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall produce phase-binned
1887
visibilities with per-bin integration times (configurable for each
subarray) between 0.14 seconds +/-2% to 1.4 seconds +/-2%,
configurable in steps within that range that are less than or equal
to the minimum integration time.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-784

Verification

Test

3.2.2.5

Beamforming

CSP_Mid.CBF tied-array beams: communicate applied timeSKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- dependent receptor weights
1889
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall communicate
to CSP_Mid.LMC all time-dependent receptor weights calculated
and applied internally to any tied-array beam sum, with at least
the temporal resolution of the currently configured
subarray visibility integration time (or 1.4 seconds if none are
currently being produced), and with the frequency resolution of the
channelized bandwidth of each beam.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-859

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF tied-array beams: flagging affects both
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- polarizations identically
1890
CSP_Mid.CBF shall flag both polarizations
identically, on every tied-array input data stream independently, if
either polarization of any particular data stream is flagged (i.e.,
marked invalid).
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1341

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF tied-array beams: timestamping
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQFor each subarray and across configuration changes, including
1891
Band changes, power cycles, resets, and fault recoveries,
CSP_Mid.CBF shall consistently and
deterministically timestamp tied-array beam data streams, with
respect to the best representation of telescope reference time
available to CSP_Mid.CBF, precisely and accurately to an output
time sample epoch.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1386 SKA1-CSP_REQ-992 SKA1-CSP_REQ753 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1319

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF maximum tied-array beam pointing off
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- boresight
1934
The maximum beam pointing range off SKA1_Mid receptor
boresight, for any CSP_Mid.CBF tied-array beam, shall be, for
each Band:
1. Band 1: +/-1.82 deg
2. Band 2: +/-0.67 deg
3. Band 3: +/-0.39 deg
4. Band 4: +/-0.23 deg
5. Band 5a: +/-0.14 deg
6. Band 5b: +/-0.08 deg
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1496 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1359 SKA1-CSP_REQ1490 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1183 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1184 SKA1CSP_REQ-1188 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1189 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1191
SKA1-CSP_REQ-1190 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1011

Verification

Test

3.2.2.5.1

Pulsar Search Beamforming

CSP_Mid.CBF total number of Pulsar Search beams
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall form at least 1500
1948
independently steerable Pulsar Search beams, each of which may
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be assigned to any sub-array in Pulsar Search Mode. Note:
CSP_Mid.CBF may restrict the number of beams per sub-array to
an integer multiple of 8 or less.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-632

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beamforming subarray diameter
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each subarray, CSP_Mid.CBF shall form
1937
Pulsar Search beams using any selected receptors that are
separated by at most 20,000 meters.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-630 SKA1-CSP_REQ-916

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF number of Pulsar Search beams per Frequency
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- Slice Processor
1893
When commanded, each Frequency Slice Processor of
CSP_Mid.CBF which is configured for Pulsar Search
beamforming, shall form at least up to 192 Pulsar Search beams,
aggregate across all subarrays, on at least one Search Window
for each subarray.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1473

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beamforming bandwidth
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- spectral purity
1894
When producing Pulsar Search beams, for any Band, the
CSP_Mid.CBF Search Window beamforming bandwidth (before
channelization) shall have spectral confusion of no more than -40
dB in amplitude and 0.01 radians in phase compared to an ideal
beamformer provided with the same inputs.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-755

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beamforming SNR
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQEach Pulsar Search beam formed by CSP_Mid.CBF in the
1895
presence of RFI, shall achieve a signal-to-noise ratio within
the beamforming bandwidth on unflagged data of at least 98% of
that which is possible with an ideal beamformer with the same
inputs. Conformance to this requirement will be determined by
testing of all SKAO-mandated RFI use cases.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-633

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beamforming apply polarization
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- calibration
1896
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall apply CSP_Mid.LMCprovided per-antenna, per-channel polarization calibration
coefficients before forming Pulsar Search beams.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1146

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beamforming channelization
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQFor any Band and for each Pulsar Search beam, CSP_Mid.CBF
1897
shall form 4096 equally-spaced and critically-sampled channels
across the Search Window channelized bandwidth.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-743

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beamforming channel response
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- characteristics
1898
CSP_Mid.CBF shall provide Pulsar Search beamforming criticallysampled channel response characteristics within the Pulsar
Search beamforming bandwidth such that:
1. the passband is within +/-0.02 dB of a curve that, moving
in the direction from the channel center to each channel
edge, is: 0 dB (center) to -3 dB +/-0.1 dB (edge) with its
first derivative negative and increasing;
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2. moving in the direction from the channel edge to
the immediately adjacent channel center: -3 dB +/-0.1 dB
(edge) to -40 dB, monotonically decreasing;
3. -40 dB or better elsewhere.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1300

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beam averaging time and output
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQEach CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beam shall be output as
1947
power in each of all 4 Stokes parameters, each parameter being
the average of a CSP_Mid.LMC-commanded integer number of
adjacent temporal power samples from minimum 64 microseconds
to maximum 400 microseconds, with the phase of the
averaging interval aligned across all beams within each subarray.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-742 SKA1-CSP_REQ-881 SKA1-CSP_REQ882 SKA1-CSP_REQ-884 SKA1-CSP_REQ-992

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beamforming latency
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe maximum latency from arrival of SKA1_Mid receptor data at
1949
the I.S1M.SADT_CSP.009 interface boundary, until present at the
CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beamformer output, shall be 2
seconds.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1158

Verification

Test

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Search beamforming channel
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- response configurability
1899
[Useful] When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall configure the
Pulsar Search beamforming channel response, within the
channelizer physical implementation that meets the beamformer
channel response, to a different pre-calculated response,
without interruption of processing.
Parent
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Verification

3.2.2.5.2

Test

Pulsar Timing Beamforming

CSP_Mid.CBF number of Pulsar Timing beams output
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall output up to a total of 16
1950
dual-polarization Pulsar Timing voltage beams constrained to an
aggregate beam-bandwidth product of 20 GHz per polarization,
spread across one or more subarrays.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-636

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Timing beamforming subarray diameter
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each subarray CSP_Mid.CBF shall form
1938
Pulsar Timing beams using any selected receptors within
the subarray that are separated by at most 20,000 meters.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-634 SKA1-CSP_REQ-916

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Timing beams per Frequency Slice
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- Processor
1901
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall form up to 16 dualpolarization Pulsar Timing phase-delay beams, distributed
arbitrarily across one or more subarrays, within each Frequency
Slice Processor configured for Pulsar Timing beamforming.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1482 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1144

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Timing beamforming bandwidth
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each subarray CSP_Mid.CBF shall form
1903
Pulsar Timing beams, each with a selectable contiguous dualpolarization beamforming bandwidth, in steps of the Frequency
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Slice processed bandwidth, with a total bandwidth up to the
Band's processed bandwidth or 2.5 GHz, whichever is smaller.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-746

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Timing beamforming SNR
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQEach Pulsar Timing beam formed by CSP_Mid.CBF in the
1904
presence of RFI, shall achieve a signal-to-noise ratio within the
beamforming bandwidth on unflagged data of at least 98% of that
which is possible with an ideal beamformer with the same
inputs. Conformance to this requirement will be determined by
testing of all SKAO-mandated RFI use cases.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-637

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Timing beamforming apply polarization
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- calibration
1905
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall apply CSP_Mid.LMCprovided per-receptor, per-channel, per-beam polarization
calibration coefficients to the beamforming bandwidth before
forming Pulsar Timing beams, with sufficient fidelity to suppress
known cross-polarization non-idealities by at least 40 dB.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1150

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Timing beamforming bandwidth
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- channelization
1951
For any Band and for each Pulsar Timing beam, CSP_Mid.CBF
shall:
1. form 3500 to 4096 equally-spaced spectral channels
across the 200 MHz Frequency Slice beamforming
bandwidth such that the total aliased power in at least the
central 87.5% of each channel contains, in the absence of
RFI, less than -60 dB total aliased power,
2. the peak-to-peak variation in amplitude across at least the
central 87.5% of each channel is less than 0.1 dB and,
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3. form channels which are linearly spaced and provide
contiguous bandwidth coverage meeting bullet 1. and
2. requirements across the full beamformed bandwidth of
one or more Frequency Slices.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1498 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1455

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Timing beamforming bandwidth
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- spectral purity
1906
CSP_Mid.CBF shall limit spectral confusion in each Pulsar Timing
beam within its beamforming bandwidth to no more than -60 dB in
amplitude and 0.001 radians in phase, compared to an ideal
beamformer with the same inputs.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1152 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1455

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Pulsar Timing: beamforming total aliased
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- power
2233
For each Pulsar Timing beam formed with CSP_Mid.CBF, the
total aliased power in the total beamforming bandwidth of
the beam, in the absence of RFI, shall be less than -60 dB.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1520

Verification

Test

3.2.2.5.3

VLBI Beamforming

VLBI beam vs beam-channel distinction
Throughout L3 requirements:
A VLBI "beam" is directed towards an independent delay center on the sky, of whatever
beamformed bandwidth occurring in one or more Frequency Slice Processors, some or all or
portions of which may or may not become an output product.
A VLBI "beam-channel" is an output spigot (time-series sampled data stream, re-quantized,
formatted, and addressed appropriately), sourcing directly or via filtering from one VLBI beam, in
one Frequency Slice Processor, at distinct, discrete, bandwidths, e.g. 1 MHz x 2^n.
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CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beamforming subarray diameter
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each VLBI subarray, CSP_Mid.CBF shall
1952
form VLBI beams using any selected SKA1_Mid receptors in the
subarray, with no limit to the separation of receptors in the
subarray.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-748 SKA1-CSP_REQ-916

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI subarray phase center
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQFor each VLBI subarray, there shall be one subarray phase center
2240
(a.k.a. delay center or topocenter), that is used for all TM or LMCprovided delay and phase tracking models, is fixed for the duration
of the subarray observation, and is located within 100 km of any
SKA1_Mid receptor.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1532

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI number of beams
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, within each Frequency Slice Processor
1953
configured for VLBI and for each VLBI subarray independently,
CSP_Mid.CBF shall simultaneously produce up to at least two and
ideally four, dual polarization VLBI beams, each with an
independent delay center on the sky.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-733

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI number of beam-channels, tuning, and
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- destination
1954
When commanded, independently within each Frequency Slice
Processor configured for VLBI, CSP_Mid.CBF shall produce and
deliver to VLBI equipment up to at least 24 VLBI beam-channels,
each derived from a selectable beam, allocated arbitrarily across
all VLBI sub-arrays, such that:
1. each beam-channel shall be tunable with at least 0.01
MHz tuning resolution and,
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2. each beam-channel's sampled bandwidth is fully contained
within the source beam sampled bandwidth.
Note: for CSP_Mid.CBF's purposes, beam-channel packets are
delivered to VLBI equipment over
the I.S1M.SADT_CSP.005 SADT to CSP_Mid.CBF physical
interface, with protocol according to the MID CSP to VLBI
Interface Control Document [300-000000-032], and with
accommodation for such packets according to the MID SDP to
CSP Interface Control Document [300-000000-002].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-750 SKA1-CSP_REQ-738 SKA1-CSP_REQ1197 SKA1-CSP_REQ-850 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1202

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam-channel sampled bandwidth
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall, in each Frequency Slice
1955
Processor configured for VLBI, produce beam-channels with
selectable sampled bandwidths of 224 MHz, 128 MHz, 64 MHz,
32 MHz, 16 MHz, 8 MHz, 4 MHz, 2 MHz, and/or 1 MHz.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-868

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam-channel beamformed bandwidth
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQFor any VLBI beam-channel, in any Band, CSP_Mid.CBF shall
1956
provide a beamformed bandwidth of at least the central 82% of
the beam-channel's sampled bandwidth for sampled bandwidths
of 128 MHz or less and at least the central Frequency Slice
processed bandwidth for sampled bandwidths of 224 MHz or
greater.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1479

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam-channel frequency response
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQFor any CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam-channel, and for an RFI-free
1957
(i.e. spectrally flat, broadband) input, the beamformed bandwidth
shall have a frequency response which:
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1. has a phase varying by no more than 0.05 radians peakto-peak,
2. has an amplitude varying by no more than 0.1 dB peak-topeak,
3. has a spectral confusion of no more than -30 dB in
amplitude and 0.01 radians peak-to-peak in phase,
4. for a spectrally flat broadband input to the beamformer, the
peak-to-peak variation in signal-to-noise ratio across the
beamformed bandwidth, for any output word size, is no
more than 2% and,
5. has an out-of-beamformed bandwidth stop-band of -60 dB
or better anywhere further than a beam-channel sampled
bandwidth away from the beam-channel center frequency.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1052

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam-channel temporal impulse
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- response
1958
Each VLBI beam-channel produced by CSP_Mid.CBF shall have
a temporal impulse response that is no worse (i.e., temporally
broader) than the inverse Fourier Transform of that beamchannel's frequency response.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-870

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam-channel beamforming bandwidth
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- SNR
1959
For each VLBI beam-channel of any channelized bandwidth in any
Band, CSP_Mid.CBF shall maintain the beamformer output signalto-noise ratio in the beamforming bandwidth, before final output
quantization, to at least 98% compared to an ideal VLBI
beamformer given the same inputs and in the presence of
RFI. Conformance to this requirement will be determined by
testing of all SKAO-mandated RFI use cases.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-752

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam-channel outputs are real
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam-channel outputs shall be real data,
1960
sampled at the Nyquist rate.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1488

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beamforming receptor weighting and RFI
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- flagging
1961
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall apply CSP_Mid.LMCprovided receptor weights, modified by CSP_Mid.CBF RFI
flagging, identically across the beamforming bandwidth of any
beam in any VLBI Frequency Slice Processor independently.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-863

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beamforming RFI flagging amplitude
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- compensation
1962
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall automatically
compensate VLBI beam-channel amplitudes to be RFI-flagging
invariant.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1487

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam configurability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall, independently for each
1963
VLBI subarray in each Frequency Slice Processor configured for
VLBI, change the source Frequency Slice of each VLBI beam
and/or the center frequency of any derived beam-channel with at
least 0.01 MHz tuning resolution.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1484

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI dynamic configurability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall change the on-sky
1964
delay/phase centers, beam-channel center frequencies, and
beam-channel channelized bandwidths of any VLBI beam on scan
boundaries.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-864

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam-channel reconfiguration time
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall re-configure the center
1965
frequency and sampled bandwidth of any one or more VLBI
beam-channels in less than 25 seconds.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-866

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF visibilities in support of VLBI concurrent with
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- beams in VLBI Frequency Slice Processors
1966
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall, within each Frequency
Slice Processor configured for VLBI, and for all SKA1_Mid
receptors within each VLBI subarray independently and
simultaneously with VLBI beamforming, produce and deliver to the
SDP up to 800 to 1024 VLBI visibility channels per polarization for
each of 4 polarizations, linearly spaced across the Frequency
Slice bandwidth, using the same calibration and delay models as
for one select VLBI beam.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1481 SKA1-CSP_REQ-738

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF characteristics of visibilities in support of VLBI
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall produce visibilities in
1967
support of VLBI with the following characteristics:
1. include all polarization products of all baselines including
autocorrelations, for all receptors in the VLBI subarray;
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2. have visibility channel response: maximum +/-0.1 dB
amplitude and +/-0.01 radian phase passband (channel
edge-to-edge) ripple; -3 dB +/-0.2 dB channel edge
amplitude; monotonically decreasing amplitude from the
channel edge to the adjacent channel far edge; at least -60
dB reject-band amplitude anywhere greater than the 1
channel width away from the channel edge;
3. have no detectable and uncorrectable amplitude variations
as a function of time, after RFI flagging, and not due to
RFI;
4. have at least 98% correlation efficiency, after RFI flagging,
for residual unflagged RFI power <10% in the channel
samples;
5. have no spurious spectral products in visibilities: (a) RFIsourced: none above -60 dB relative to the (RFI)
progenitor(s) for integration times up to 24 hrs; (b) nonRFI-sourced: none that don't integrate down as noise.
6. have integration times between 0.14 seconds +/-2% to 1.4
seconds +/-2%, configurable in steps within that range of
at least as small as the minimum integration time or better;
7. have the same temporal cadence phase across Frequency
Slices within the same Band (i.e. visibility timestamps are
all aligned/"in-step" in time);
8. require no Time Centroid Index (TCI) calculation;
9. require no channel averaging or Channel Centroid Index
(CCI) calculation;
10. linear channel-to-channel spacing across Frequency Slices
within the same Band.
Note: Conformance to applicable portions of this requirement will
be determined by testing of all SKAO-mandated RFI use cases.
Note: When in conflict with other requirements concerning
(generic) visibilities, this requirement has precedence for
visibilities produced by Frequency Slice processors configured for
VLBI.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-869 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1485

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI beam-channel gain setting and logging
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each subarray CSP_Mid.CBF shall
1968
automatically determine and apply output word-size-specific requantizer gain settings for each beam-channel of each VLBI beam
to achieve required S/N performance, and also record and report
these settings and beam-channel output power measurements to
CSP_Mid.LMC.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1320

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI per-Frequency Slice per-beam application
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- of polarization calibration
1969
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall apply CSP_Mid.LMCprovided polarization calibration corrections to each VLBI beam
individually, to at least the Frequency Slice frequency resolution
(224 MHz), before output.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1489

Verification

Test

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI per-beam-channel application of
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- polarization calibration
1970
[Useful] When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall apply
CSP_Mid.LMC-provided polarization calibration corrections to
each VLBI beam-channel individually before output.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1002

Verification

Test

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI per-antenna, per-beam,
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- polarization calibration
1971
[Useful] When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall apply a
CSP_Mid.LMC-provided per-receptor, per-beam polarization
calibration correction to each Frequency Slice independently, prior
to VLBI beamforming.
Parent
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Verification

Test

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI per-antenna, per-beam
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- frequency-dependent application of polarization calibration
1972
[Useful] When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall apply a
CSP_Mid.LMC-provided frequency-dependent (with at least 1
MHz resolution), per-antenna, per-beam polarization calibration
corrections, prior to VLBI beamforming.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1443

Verification

Test

3.2.3

Transient Buffer

CSP_Mid.CBF Transient Buffer capture time: pre and post
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- Transient Epoch
1926
When commanded and for each subarray, CSP_Mid.CBF shall
respond to a Transient (capture) Trigger from CSP_Mid.LMC such
that, for the case of 8-bit sampling, dual polarization, and 1 Search
Window, it captures data from each receptor in the subarray for at
least 2 seconds before and 20 seconds after the "Transient
Epoch", defined as when the sky transient event arrived at the
phase center of the subarray, and additionally flexibly trading off
digitized bit width and/or number of Search Windows for at least 8
seconds before and 80 seconds after the Transient Epoch for the
case of 2-bit sampling, dual-polarization, and 1 Search Window.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1036

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Transient Buffer word size and data source
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded for each subarray, CSP_Mid shall capture into
1927
a Transient buffer selectable 2-bit, 4-bit, or 8-bit quantized dualpolarization voltage data selectable from one or both of the
Search Windows, post-delay and phase corrected.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1078

Verification

Test and Inspection
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CSP_Mid.CBF Transient Buffer capture upload
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and for each subarray, CSP_Mid.CBF shall
1928
initiate upload of captured Transient Buffer data to the SDP, and
shall complete the upload and be ready to act on another trigger,
within 118 seconds of receipt of the first trigger. Note: the
timestamp of the Transient Epoch is contained within the Trigger
message and is as defined in the CSP LMC to CSP Subelements ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1130

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Transient Buffer Transient Epoch to Transient
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- Trigger latency
1929
The Transient Buffer for CSP_Mid.CBF shall allow for a latency of
up to 62 seconds from the Transient Epoch until the Transient
Trigger from CSP_Mid.LMC is present on the CSP_Mid.LMC to
CSP_Mid.CBF interface.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1387

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Transient Buffer re-quantizer gain settings
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, for each receptor of each subarray
1930
independently, CSP_Mid.CBF shall automatically set Transient
Buffer re-quantizer gain settings to provide optimal sensitivity on
the quiescent (i.e. non-transient event) signal level and, when
commanded, report the gain and associated post-re-quantizer
power measurements to CSP_Mid.LMC.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1321

Verification

Test

3.3

Calibration

CSP_Mid.CBF glass box calibration: application and
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- documentation
2222
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CSP_Mid.CBF shall document and apply algorithms for real-time
temporal evaluation and application of delay models, pulsar
ephemerides, and calibration models sufficiently and in such a
manner as to allow deterministic off-line reconstruction of the
evaluation and application of those models, in conjunction with
parameters passed from CSP_Mid.LMC and standard metadata
(e.g., time, receptor ID).
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1017

Verification

Inspection

3.4

Synchronization and Timing

CSP_Mid.CBF synchronized network time is NTP
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQAll CSP_Mid.CBF client devices and applications that require
2145
synchronized telescope network time shall comply with the
Network Time Protocol version 4 standard, RFC 5905.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1176

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Leap seconds
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQOne second timestamps, at any interface to CSP_Mid.CBF, during
2146
any Scheduling Block, for any subarray shall always increment
in a Natural Number sequence.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1023

Verification

Test

SKA1_Mid receptor to CSP_Mid.CBF 1PPS (timestamp): most
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- accurate time available
2147
CSP_Mid.CBF shall use the 1PPS marker (timestamp) embedded
in the real-time sampled data stream sourcing from SKA1_Mid
receptors, to timestamp CSP_Mid.CBF-generated data products
and apply delay models, phase models, and calibration
models. This marker is considered the most accurate marker of
telescope reference time (UTC) available.
Parent
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Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF one real-time UTC time
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall operate using one reference UTC time,
2219
invariant across subarray configurations, including engineering
subarrays, and Processing Modes, and that represents the current
SKA1_Mid telescope observing real time.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1516

Verification

Inspection

3.5

Operation

3.5.1

CSP_Mid.CBF Calculation of response times

Response times for configuration and reconfiguration requirements are to be calculated as the
difference between the time scheduled for the configuration or reconfiguration, and the time at
which CSP_Mid.CBF is sending out all requested data products (including metadata), insofar as
CSP_Mid.CBF operational status allows.

CSP_Mid.CBF status
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall provide the following
2149
status information to CSP_Mid.LMC:
(a) internal temperature;
(b) voltage;
(c) power;
(d) cooling mechanism status;
(e) communication path status;
(f) device configuration status;
(g) state counts for samples received from receptors: as a
minimum, developed from single-shot data capture of at least 1
million contiguous samples, at least every 30 s, for every receptordigitized sampled data stream.
(h) power after re-quantizer (as collected by the correlator); and
(i) wideband auto- and cross-hand correlations from any or all
SKA1_Mid receptor digitized sample data streams with:
1. at least 1024 spectral channels across the digitized
bandwidth of each stream,
2. channel response characteristics at least as good as those
from a simple lag correlator after Hanning smoothing,
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3. as a minimum developed from single-shot data capture of
at least 1 million contiguous samples, at least every 30 s,
for every receptor-digitized sampled data stream.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-650

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF alarm latency
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall transmit an alarm message to
2151
CSP_Mid.LMC within 0.6 seconds from the time a measurement
crosses an alarm set-point.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-653

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF processing resource configuration or
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- reconfiguration time
2172
When commanded, unless otherwise required, CSP_Mid.CBF
shall complete any signal processing configuration or
reconfiguration, within 24 seconds from the specified configuration
or re-configuration start time.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-912

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF general capabilities and restrictions for
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- supporting subarrays
2220
CSP_Mid.CBF shall provide the following general capabilities to
support CSP_Mid.LMC-defined and managed subarraying
capability, including engineering subarrays, in accordance with the
latest SKA1 CSP LMC to CSP Sub-elements Interface Control
Document [SKA-TEL-CSP-0000019]:
1. subarray configuration, including Band changes and
Frequency Slice Processor Function Mode changes, does
not affect processing, internal communication, or data
product output in other subarrays (see Note below).
2. all CSP_Mid.CBF receptor-based processing steps occur
independently of each other (i.e. it must not be necessary
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for any receptor's processing step to "wait" for any other
receptor).
3. any particular Frequency Slice Processor Function Mode
reconfiguration does not impact any other Frequency Slice
Processor's current configuration or continuity of data
processing or data output,
4. loss or interruption of signal reception or continuity from
any one or more SKA1_Mid receptors can be flagged and
does not in any way impact any other receptor's
processing or any receptor-vs-receptor processing.
5. any particular SKA1_Mid receptor has only one boresight
pointing direction at any given time.
6. any particular SKA1_Mid receptor is a member of only one
subarray at any given time,
7. any subbarray is configured for only one Band at any given
time and,
8. when a VLBI subarray is simultaneously producing Pulsar
Search beams for Transient Search, the subarray phase
center is subject to the restrictions of a non-VLBI subarray
phase center.
Note: it is understood and accepted that changing the Function
Mode configuration of any Frequency Slice Processor necessarily
impacts all subarrays within that Frequency Slice Processor.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1359 SKA1-CSP_REQ-975 SKA1-CSP_REQ928 SKA1-CSP_REQ-920 SKA1-CSP_REQ-914 SKA1CSP_REQ-924 SKA1-CSP_REQ-926 SKA1-CSP_REQ-931
SKA1-CSP_REQ-934 SKA1-CSP_REQ-602 SKA1-CSP_REQ1069 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1449 SKA1-CSP_REQ-786 SKA1CSP_REQ-974

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF subarray tied-array beam weighting
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall apply independent
2177
dynamic weights to each receptor contributing to each tied-array
beam, including the ability to exclude individual receptors. Note:
weights will come from CSP_Mid.LMC but may be modified within
CSP_Mid.CBF by flagging.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-922

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF processing status reporting
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall report at least the
2221
following processing status:
1. Band configuration for any SKA1_Mid receptor's
processing path,
2. Function Mode for any Frequency Slice Processor,
3. for each Frequency Slice Processor, the Frequency Slice
or Search Window being processed for each input,
4. receptor inclusion in any receptor-vs-receptor (i.e.
correlation or beamforming) processing operation and
output data production and,
5. any accumulated/stored exception or inconsistencydetection conditions.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1342 SKA1-CSP_REQ-972 SKA1-CSP_REQ971 SKA1-CSP_REQ-970 SKA1-CSP_REQ-969 SKA1CSP_REQ-968 SKA1-CSP_REQ-967 SKA1-CSP_REQ-963
SKA1-CSP_REQ-961 SKA1-CSP_REQ-960 SKA1-CSP_REQ977 SKA1-CSP_REQ-978 SKA1-CSP_REQ-979 SKA1CSP_REQ-1417, 1418

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF pulsar phase bin visibilities: at least one
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- ephemeris per subarray
2182
CSP_Mid.CBF shall support at least one pulsar ephemeris per
subarray when producing phase-binned visibilities.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-984

Verification

Inspection

3.6

Internal Interfaces

Intra CSP sub-element-to-sub-element interfaces.

CSP_Mid.CBF to CSP_Mid.LMC
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ1978
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The interface between CSP_Mid.CBF and CSP_Mid.LMC shall be
compliant with the SKA1 CSP LMC to CSP Sub-elements
Interface Control Document [SKA-TEL-CSP-0000019].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1500 SKA1-CSP_REQ-962 SKA1-CSP_REQ1523 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1524 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1451

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to CSP_Mid.PSS
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe interface between CSP_Mid.CBF and CSP_Mid.PSS shall be
1981
compliant with the SKA1 CSP Mid CBF to PSS Interface Control
Document [311-0000000-009].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1503

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to CSP_Mid.PST
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe interface between CSP_Mid.CBF and CSP_Mid.PST shall be
1982
compliant with the SKA1 CSP Correlator and Beamformer to
Pulsar Timing Interface Control Document [SKA-TEL-CSP0000250].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1504

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF loss of connectivity to LMC
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQIf CSP_Mid.CBF loses connection to CSP_Mid.LMC,
2244
CSP_Mid.CBF shall continue operating for as long as all LMCdelivered parameters remain within LMC-supplied limits.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-980

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to CSP_Mid.LMC: LMC controls settable
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- Mid.CBF parameters
2248
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When under CSP_Mid.LMC control, for each subarray,
CSP_Mid.CBF shall change parameters which are settable by
CSP_Mid.LMC, only when commanded to do so by
CSP_Mid.LMC.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-988

Verification

Test

3.7

External Interfaces

3.7.1

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: General
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe interface between DISH and CSP_Mid.CBF shall be
1983
compliant with the SKA1 DISH to CSP Interface Control
Document [SKA-TEL-SKO-0000124].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-658

Verification

Test

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Protocol
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept and interpret data
1984
from SKA1 Mid DISHes according to the protocol defined in the
DISH to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-821

Verification

Test

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Metadata general
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall receive and interpret
1985
packet metadata from SKA1 Mid DISHes as specified in the DISH
to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-822

Verification

Test
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DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Metadata 1PPS and UTC timestamp
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall receive the packet
1986
metadata 1PPS (one pulse per second) and associated
synchronized and locked UTC timestamp from SKA1
Mid receptors as specified in the DISH to CSP ICD and use the
1PPS and timestamp accordingly with the knowledge that


it represents the SKA1 Mid telescope reference time with
the highest accuracy possible for the associated receptor
and,



for each Band, there are an integer and identical number
of samples between successive 1PPS markers.

Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1317

Verification

Test

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Data attributes and rates
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall receive data from each
1987
SKA1 Mid DISH at the sample rates, Nbits/sample, and resulting
aggregate data rates specified per-Band in the DISH to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-823

Verification

Test

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Saturation (clipping) flagging
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept and appropriately
1988
act on saturation (clipping) data flagging from Mid DISHes, in
accordance with the DISH to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-726

Verification

Test

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Noise diode
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept noise diode on/off
1989
signaling exclusively from Mid DISHes, in accordance with the
DISH to CSP ICD.
Parent
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Verification

Test

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Lost packet recovery
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall use the packet counter
1990
defined in the DISH to CSP ICD to automatically detect and
recover from lost packets without the need for any telescope
calibration or other external action.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1194

Verification

Test

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Packet size
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall accept packet sizes in
1991
the range as specified in the DISH to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1195

Verification

Test

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Test packets
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall receive and count
1992
packets and errors from DISH-generated test packets as defined
in the DISH to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1196

Verification

Test

DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Direct physical connection to inner
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- receptors
2249
The direct physical (Layer 1) interface of CSP_Mid.CBF to the
inner 153 SKA1_Mid receptors shall be as defined in the DISH to
CSP Interface Control Document [SKA-TEL-SKO-0000124].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1555

Verification

Test
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DISH to CSP_Mid.CBF: Loss of sampled data connectivity
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen sampled data connectivity is lost to a receptor,
2247
CSP_Mid.CBF shall flag any affected data as invalid and an alert
raised, but otherwise normal operations continue.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1554

Verification

Test

3.7.2

CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP

CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP: General
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe interface between CSP_Mid.CBF and SDP shall be compliant
2045
with the SKA1 MID SDP to CSP Interface Control Document [300000000-002].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-738

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP: Visibility general SDP-CBF 001
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe visibility interface between SDP and CSP_Mid.CBF shall be
2046
compliant with the Interface ID I.S1M.SDP_CSP.001 section of
the MID SDP to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-835

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP: Visibility transport protocol SDP-CBF
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- 001
2047
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall use the transport protocol
defined in the Interface ID I.S1M.SDP_CSP.001 section of the
MID SDP to CSP ICD for transmission of visibility data to the SDP.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1233

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP: Visibility packet format SDP-CBF 001
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall format and transmit
2048
visibility packets to SDP according to the Interface
ID I.S1M.SDP_CSP.001 section of the MID SDP to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1226

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP: Visibility packet addressing SDP-CBF
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- 001
2049
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall use packet addressing
provided to CSP_Mid.CBF according to the Interface
ID I.S1M.SDP_CSP.001 section of the MID SDP to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1227

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP: Visibility Heap ID SDP-CBF 001
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall generate and use Heap
2050
IDs according to the Interface ID IS1M.SDP_CSP.001 section of
the MID SDP to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1230

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP: Visibility packet size SDP-CBF 001
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall transmit packets with
2051
payload size according to the Interface
ID I.S1M.SDP_CSP.001 section of the MID SDP to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1229

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP: Transmit VLBI packets on SDP-CBF
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- 001
2250
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall transmit VLBI packets on
the I.S1M.SDP_CSP.001 interface, as defined in the Interface ID
I.S1M.SDP_CSP.001 section of the MID SDP to CSP Interface
Control Document [300-000000-002].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1556

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP: Transmit Transient Buffer packets on
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- SDP-CBF 001
2251
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall transmit Transient
Buffer packets on the I.S1M.SDP_CSP.001 interface, as defined
in the Interface ID I.S1M.SDP_CSP.001 section of the MID SDP
to CSP Interface Control Document [300-000000-002].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1130 SKA1-CSP_REQ-738

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to SDP: Packet temporal load balancing on
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- SDP-CBF 001
2052
When commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall perform automatic
uniformly-distributed statistical temporal load balancing of packets
present on the I.S1M.SDP_CSP.001 interface, with peak packet
rate at any given time, averaged over the transmission time of any
15 time-contiguous packets, less than 125% of the packet rate
averaged over at least 10 seconds.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1228

Verification

Test

3.7.3

SADT to CSP_Mid.CBF

SADT to CSP_Mid.CBF: General
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe interface between SADT and CSP_Mid.CBF shall be
2074
compliant with the MID SADT to CSP Interface Control Document
[300-000000-023].
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1197

Verification

Inspection

SADT to CSP_Mid.CBF: NTP SADT-CBF 002
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe CSP_Mid.CBF Network Time Protocol (NTP) interface to
2076
SADT shall be compliant with the Interface
ID I.S1M.SADT_CSP.002 section of the MID SADT to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1199

Verification

Test

SADT to CSP_Mid.CBF: 1PPS SADT-CBF 003
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall receive One Pulse Per Second (1PPS) from
2077
SADT in accordance with the Interface
ID I.S1M.SADT_CSP.003 section of the MID SADT to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1200

Verification

Test

SADT to CSP_Mid.CBF: 100 MHz SADT-CBF 004
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall receive the SADT 100 MHz clock reference in
2078
accordance with the Interface ID I.S1M.SADT_CSP.004 section of
the MID SADT to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1201

Verification

Test

SADT to CSP_Mid.CBF: Visibilities to SDP SADT-CBF 005
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe CSP_Mid.CBF visibility interface to SADT shall be compliant
2079
with the Interface ID I.S1M.SADT_CSP.005 section of the MID
SADT to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1202

Verification

Test
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[Useful] SADT to CSP_Mid.CBF: VLBI to SDP SADT-CBF 008
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe CSP_Mid.CBF VLBI interface to SADT shall be compliant
2082
with the Interface ID I.S1M.SADT_CSP.008 section of the MID
SADT to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1205

Verification

Inspection

SADT to CSP_Mid.CBF: DDBH SADT-CBF SADT-CSP 009
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe SADT DDBH interface to CSP_Mid.CBF shall be compliant
2083
with the Interface ID I.S1M.SADT_CSP.009 section of the MID
SADT to CSP ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1206

Verification

Test

SaDT to CSP_Mid.CBF: Loss of sampled data connectivity
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen sampled data connectivity is lost to a receptor,
2084
CSP_Mid.CBF shall flag any affected data as invalid and an alert
raised, but otherwise normal operations continue.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-982

Verification

Test

3.7.4

CSP_Mid.CBF to VLBI

CSP_Mid.CBF to VLBI: General
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe interface between CSP_Mid.CBF and VLBI shall be compliant
2093
with the MID CSP to VLBI Interface Control Document [300000000-032].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-850

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF to VLBI: Transport protocol
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall use the transport protocol defined in the MID
2094
CSP to VLBI ICD for transmission of VLBI beam data to external
VLBI equipment.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1261

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to VLBI: Packet format
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall format and transmit VLBI beam data packets
2095
to external VLBI equipment as defined in the MID CSP to VLBI
ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1262

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to VLBI: VLBI acquisition system data source
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall be a data source for one
2096
or more VLBI data acquisition systems as defined in the MID CSP
to VLBI ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-852

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF to VLBI: maximum beam-channel sample rate
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe maximum sample rate for any CSP_Mid.CBF-generated VLBI
2097
beam-channel shall be 448 Msamples/sec per polarization.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-855

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to VLBI: beam channel single or dualSKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- polarization output
2098
When commanded, each VLBI beam channel CSP_Mid.CBF
outputs shall be configurable to be single or dual-polarization.
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-857

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to VLBI: beam channel output word size
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded, CSP_Mid.CBF shall output VLBI beam data,
2099
individually configurable for each single or dual-polarization beam
channel, to a sample word size of 2, 4, 8, or 16 bits.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-858

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to VLBI: beam channel sample timestamp
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- accuracy
2100
For each subarray and across configuration changes, including
Band changes, power cycles, resets, and fault recoveries, each
CSP_Mid.CBF output VLBI beam channel data sample shall be
timestamped with respect to the best representation of telescope
reference time available to CSP_Mid.CBF, to a precision allowed
by the MID CSP to VLBI ICD, and with accuracy to fundamental
telescope reference time limited only by the accuracy of the best
representation of telescope reference time available to
CSP_Mid.CBF.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1316

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF to VLBI: timestamp
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall be compliant with the 1-second UTC
2237
timestamp defined in the MID CSP to VLBI ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-850

Verification

Test
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3.7.5

CSP_Mid.CBF to Infra

CSP_Mid.CBF to Infra Interface
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe interface between CSP_Mid.CBF and Infra SA shall be in
547
compliance with the latest approved version of the SKA1 MID
CSP to INFRA Interface Control Document [300-000000-020].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-657

Verification

Test and Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF deployment location
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall be located in the KAPB building Central
1667
Processing Facility in accordance with the latest approved version
of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-729

Verification

Inspection

3.7.5.1

Environmental and Safety

CSP_Mid.CBF safety legislation and regulations
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment and operations shall comply with all
1672
applicable South African Occupational Health and Safety
legislation and regulations in accordance with the latest approved
version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1379

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF safety certification
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF rack and LRU equipment shall be safety certified to
1668
SANS 60950-1:2014 or equivalent in accordance with the latest
approved version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1376

Verification

Test and Analysis
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[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF environmental certification
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF rack and LRU equipment shall be RoHS
1669
2 (2011/65/EU) certified in accordance with the latest approved
version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1376

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF rack side-to-side stability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF racks shall be attached to adjacent racks in the
1671
same row to provide lateral stability in accordance with the latest
approved version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1527 SKA1-CSP_REQ-727

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF rack forward-backward stability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF racks shall have a Centre Of Gravity (CofG) that
1670
is less than 50% of the rack height in the upward direction in
accordance with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to
INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1526

Verification

Analysis

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF acoustic noise emission
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF acoustic noise emission sound
1673
pressure level shall be in accordance with the latest approved
version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1535

Verification

Test and Analysis
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CSP_Mid.CBF equipment shutdown on failure
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall autonomously detect and shut-down affected
1674
equipment in accordance with the latest approved version of the
MID CSP to INFRA ICD, when any of the following conditions
occur:
1. an overcurrent condition occurs in a rack;
2. an over-temperature condition occurs in an LRU.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-662

Verification

Test and Analysis

3.7.5.2

Mechanical Interface

CSP_Mid.CBF rack size
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall use 42U 19” CSP racks with dimensions
550
600mm wide x 1070mm deep in accordance with the latest
approved version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-796

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF rack weight
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe mass of fully populated CSP_Mid.CBF racks shall not exceed
554
600 kg in accordance with the latest approved version of the MID
CSP to INFRA ICD.
Note: Mid.LMC hardware will be located in the Mid.CBF racks, the
weight of these combined sub-elements must not exceed the rack
weight limit.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-800

Verification

Test and Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF rack count
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe CSP_Mid.CBF rack count shall not exceed 28 in accordance
552
with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-798

Verification

Inspection

3.7.5.3

Electrical Interface

CSP_Mid.CBF power quality
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall operate in compliance with the SKA1 Power
527
Quality Standard Specification [SKA-TEL-SKO-00000293] in
accordance with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to
INFRA Interface Control Document [300-000000-020].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-813

Verification

Test and Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF phase load balancing
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe CSP_Mid.CBF electrical load shall be balanced such that the
1675
difference in currents between any two of the three phases will
nominally be less than 5% and not exceed 10% for periods
greater than 2 minutes when the sub-element is fully powered in
accordance with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to
INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1168

Verification

Test and Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF power factor
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF rack equipment shall have a power factor in
1676
accordance with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to
INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1167

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF average power consumption
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ528
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CSP_Mid.CBF average power consumption shall not exceed
272 kW in accordance with the latest approved version of the MID
CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-654

Verification

Test and Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF power draw rate of change
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF power draw rate of change shall be less than 20%
533
of the maximum power draw averaged over a one second interval
(TBC) during startup and mode transitions in accordance with the
latest approved version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-681

Verification

Test and Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF rack power interface
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQEach Mid.CBF rack shall connect to two INFRA Element CPF
531
electrical power outlets via two 3 phase power cables (length >=2
meters) that have IEC 60309 (6H) 3P+N+PE 32A RED Cable
Mount Plugs (Part Number: 888-231-NS).
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-809

Verification

Demonstration

CSP_Mid.CBF rack peak power draw
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF racks shall have a peak power draw of less than
529
11 kW in accordance with the latest approved version of the MID
CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-816

Verification

Test

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF rack ESD connection point
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ1677
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[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF racks shall provide at least one ESD
grounding connection point in accordance with the latest approved
version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1375

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF rack short circuit current survivability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF rack electrical protection circuitry shall have a
1678
Interrupt Rating (IR) and Short-Circuit Current Rating of not less
than 10kA in accordance with the latest approved version of the
MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-820

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF rack safety earth connection
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF racks shall have a safety earth connection point
548
with a connection resistance of less than 0.1 Ohm as per
the latest approved version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-794

Verification

Test

3.7.5.4

Electromagnetic interface

3.7.5.4.1

Emissions

CSP_Mid.CBF harmonic current emissions
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment connected to the CPF electrical
1679
network shall be compliant with the IEC 61000-3-2 standard or
equivalent for Harmonic Current Emissions under standard test
conditions and setups in accordance with the latest approved
version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1058

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF voltage fluctuations and flicker emissions
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment connected to the CPF electrical
1680
network shall be compliant with the IEC 61000-3-3 standard or
equivalent for Voltage Fluctuations and Flicker Emissions under
standard test conditions and setups in accordance with the latest
approved version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1059

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF number of electromagnetic radiators
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall contain at most 1100 LRUs that radiate
2231
EMI at levels up to CISPR 22/32 or equivalent standard in the
SKA Mid telescope frequency range.
Note: Rack level LRUs must be configured as per the CSP design
during radiated emissions certification. In other words, rack level
LRUs must be populated with all components that contribute
radiated emissions. If some components aren't present during
certification, these components must be separately certified and
be accounted for in the emitter count as specified above.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1521

Verification

Test and Analysis

3.7.5.4.2

Immunity

CSP_Mid.CBF ESD immunity
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment susceptible to ESD shall be compliant
1822
with the IEC 61000-4-2 standard or equivalent standard for ESD
immunity under standard test conditions and setups in accordance
with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1383

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF radiated, radio-frequency, electromagnetic
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- field immunity
1681
CSP_Mid.CBF equipment connected to the CPF electrical network
shall be compliant with the IEC 61000-4-3 standard or equivalent
for radiated, radio-frequency, electromagnetic field immunity under
standard test conditions and setups in accordance with the latest
approved version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1060

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF electrical fast transient/burst immunity
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment connected to the CPF electrical network
1682
shall be compliant with the IEC 61000-4-4 standard or equivalent
for electrical fast transient/burst immunity under standard test
conditions and setups in accordance with the latest approved
version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1061

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF surge immunity
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment connected to the CPF electrical network
1683
shall be compliant with the IEC 61000-4-5 standard or equivalent
for Surge immunity under standard test conditions and setups in
accordance with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to
INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1117

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF immunity to conducted disturbances induced
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- by radio-frequency fields
1684
CSP_Mid.CBF equipment connected to the CPF electrical network
shall be compliant with the IEC 61000-4-6 standard or equivalent
for immunity to conducted disturbances, induced by radiofrequency fields under standard test conditions and setups in
accordance with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to
INFRA ICD.
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1118

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF power frequency magnetic field immunity
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment connected to the CPF electrical network
1685
shall be compliant with the IEC 61000-4-8 standard or equivalent
for power frequency magnetic field immunity under standard test
conditions and setups in accordance with the latest approved
version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1119

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF voltage dips, short interruptions and voltage
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- variations immunity
1686
CSP_Mid.CBF LRU equipment connected to the CPF electrical
network shall be compliant with the IEC 61000-4-11 standard or
equivalent for voltage dips, short interruptions and voltage
variations immunity under standard test conditions and setups in
accordance with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to
INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1120

Verification

Test

3.7.5.5

Cooling Interface

CSP_Mid.CBF sub-element thermal load
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe CSP_Mid.CBF air cooled thermal load shall not
1821
exceed 272 kW in accordance with the latest approved version of
the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-806

Verification

Test and Analysis
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CSP_Mid.CBF rack thermal load
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe air cooled thermal load of CSP_Mid.CBF racks shall be less
1823
than 11 kW per rack in accordance with the latest approved
version of the MID CSP to INFRA ICD.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-806

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF rack air cooling - recommended range
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe CSP_Mid.CBF rack air cooling interface shall be in
1819
accordance with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to
INFRA ICD:
1. Airflow direction: racks ingest cool air from the cold aisle at
the front of the racks and exhaust hot air from the rear of
the racks into the hot aisle.
2. Cool air temperature: ambient air in the cold aisles of the
CPF remains between 18 and 27°C for 95% of the time
(the recommended range).
3. Cool air temperature rate of change: <= 5°C per hour.
4. Cool air humidity: non-condensing, 5% - 85% relative
humidity (RH).
5. Cool air humidity rate of change: <=5% RH per hour, no
condensation.
6. Air pressure: local atmospheric pressure +-20%.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-801

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF rack air cooling - allowable range
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQThe CSP_Mid.CBF rack air cooling interface shall be in
2241
accordance with the latest approved version of the MID CSP to
INFRA ICD. It is expected that the rack air cooling will never
exceeding the allowable range:
1. Airflow direction: racks ingest cool air from the cold aisle at
the front of the racks and exhaust hot air from the rear of
the racks into the hot aisle.
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2. Cool air temperature: ambient air in the cold aisles of the
CPF remains between 15 and 32 °C.
3. Cool air temperature rate of change: <= 20°C per hour.
4. Cool air humidity: non-condensing, 20% - 80% relative
humidity (RH)
5. Cool air humidity rate of change: <=5% RH per hour, no
condensation.
6. Air pressure: local atmospheric pressure +-20%.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-801

Verification

Test

3.8

Non-functional

3.8.1

Software and Firmware Standards

CSP_Mid.CBF software and firmware quality
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF software and hardware description language
1754

related deliverables shall comply with the "Fundamental SKA
Software and Hardware Description Language Standards”
[SKA-TEL-SKO-0000661].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1284

Verification

Inspection

3.8.2

Power Management

CSP_Mid.CBF Low Power State
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall have a Low Power State that reduces power
1755
consumption to less than 5% of the nominal consumption.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1038

Verification

Test and Analysis
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CSP_Mid.CBF Low Power Mode on power application
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall enter the Low Power Mode on startup and
1756
remain in Low Power mode until commanded otherwise.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1040

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF Low Power Mode capabilities
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall continue to communicate with
1757
CSP_Mid.LMC, monitor, report status and execute received
commands while in the Low Power Mode.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-689

Verification

Test

3.8.3

Occupational Health and Safety

CSP_Mid.CBF occupational health and safety
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall comply with all local Occupational Health and
1759
Safety legislation and regulations applicable to the SA observatory
site and its operations.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-670

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF hazard elimination
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall not present a hazard to the operators,
1760
maintainers and own equipment with categorization exceeding the
acceptable levels defined in the SKA Project Safety Management
Plan [SKA-TEL-SKO-0000740].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1101

Verification

Analysis
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[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF rack acoustic noise emission
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF rack acoustic noise emission sound
2242
pressure level shall not exceed 75 dBA measured at a distance of
1 meter, with the rack doors closed.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1447 SKA1-CSP_REQ-670

Verification

Test

3.8.3.1

Fail Safe Design

CSP_Mid.CBF fail safe operation
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment shall operate in a locally fail-safe
1762
manner and not rely on external safety devices or measures to
operate safely.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-662

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF fail safe provisions
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall not exhibit safety hazards in Categories I or II
1763
(ISO 45001) following an unplanned loss of main electrical power
or main control functions.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-700

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF non-propagation of failures
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment hardware failures and software errors
1764
shall not create hazardous conditions in interfacing elements and
sub-elements.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-760

Verification

Analysis
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CSP_Mid.CBF fail safe state
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment that would otherwise present a safety
1765
hazard when subjected to an unplanned loss of main electrical
power or main control function, shall enter a designated fail safe
state.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1125

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF fail safe warnings
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhere transitioning to a designated fail safe state represents a
1766
hazard, components of the CSP_Mid.CBF shall issue continued
warnings for the duration of the transition.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1126

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF fail safe recovery
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQOnce a transition to a designated fail-safe state is triggered, the
1767
CSP_Mid.CBF shall complete the transition and remain in the
designated fail-safe state until commanded otherwise.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1127

Verification

Test

3.8.3.2

Mechanical Safety

CSP_Mid.CBF protruding obstacles
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment LRUs and racks shall eliminate or
1841
suitably protect obstacles that protrude and that may cause a
safety hazard to personnel or equipment.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1101

Verification

Inspection
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CSP_Mid.CBF sharp edges and corners
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQExposed CSP_Mid.CBF:
1842
1. corners shall be rounded to a radius not less than 13
millimeters or suitably protected with covers or coatings;
2. sharp edges shall be rounded to a radius not less than
0.75 millimeters.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1101

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF heavy equipment handholds
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment weighing more than 23 kg shall have
1839
lifting provisions to allow team lifting and/or the use of moving
equipment.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-670

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF heavy equipment lifting arrangement
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF LRU equipment with a weight of more than 40 kg
1840
shall have an integral lifting arrangement to allow mechanical
assisted lifting.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-670

Verification

Test and Inspection

3.8.3.3

Electrical Safety

CSP_Mid.CBF electrical installation
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF racks and equipment shall be in compliance with
1769
the South African low voltage installation standards (wiring of
premises) SANS 10142-1:2012 Edition 1.8.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-665

Verification

Inspection and Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF electrical circuit interlock
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall provide electrical circuit inter-locks to prevent
1770
personnel coming into contact with hazards that cannot otherwise
be eliminated from design.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1135

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF reverse voltage protection
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF replaceable electrical and electronic equipment
1852
shall have reverse voltage protection on all input and output
interfaces that don't connect with keyed connectors.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-662 SKA1-CSP_REQ-760

Verification

Inspection and Analysis

3.8.3.4

Equipment Safety

CSP_Mid.CBF safety of equipment
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF racks and equipment shall comply with IEC 609501771
1 Information Technology Equipment - Safety Part 1 General
Requirements or equivalent standard.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-771

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF power interruption survivability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF racks shall survive a main power interruption at
1772
any time, without requiring a repair activity to restore it once power
is restored.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1039

Verification

Test
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CSP_Mid.CBF LRU electrostatic warning marking
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF LRU equipment with electrostatic sensitive
1773
components shall be fitted with ESD warning labels.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-710

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF thermal overload protection
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF LRU equipment shall have dead-man thermal
1864
overload protection capabilities that independently detect and
power down affected equipment when the equipment's safe
operating temperature range is exceeded.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-687

Verification

Test

3.8.3.5

Equipment Marking

CSP_Mid.CBF equipment identification and safety markings
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment shall in accordance with ISO 61310_2
1775
or equivalent bear all markings necessary:


for its unambiguous identification;



for its safe use;

and supplementary information shall be given, as appropriate:


permanently on the machinery;



in accompanying documents such as instruction
handbooks;



on the packaging.

Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-770

Verification

Inspection
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CSP_Mid.CBF heavy equipment weight warning
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF LRUs weighing more than 23 kg shall have a
1838
Weight Warning label.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-793

Verification

Test and Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF hazard warning marking
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment that present a potential hazard shall
1776
display a label in accordance with ISO 7010 or equivalent.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-709

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF label robustness
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF labels shall be affixed for at least 50 years or the
1777
lifetime of the equipment, whichever is the smaller, and unlikely to
come off during maintenance or as a result of the environment.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-720

Verification

Inspection

3.8.4

Environmental protection

CSP_Mid.CBF environmental protection regulations
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall be compliant with all South African state and
1778
national environmental protection legislation and regulations.
NOTE:
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Information (copied below) may be modified by the Hosting
Agreements and subsequent Acts and Amendments.
Legislation and regulations identified during the response to
Request for Information include:


National Environmental Management Act, 1998 ("NEMA");



National Water Act, 1998;



National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act,
2004;



National Environmental Management Waste Act, 2008;



National Environment Management: Biodiversity Act,
2004;



National Heritage Resources Act, 1999.

Other South African environmental statutes include:


the Environment Conservation Act, 1989,



various air pollution statutes,



the National Heritage Resources Act, 1999,



the Hazardous Substances Act, 1973,



the Health Act, 1977, the Nuclear Energy Act, 1999,



the National Nuclear Regulatory Act, 1999,



the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas
Act, 2003,



the Fertilisers, Farm Feeds, Agricultural Remedies and
Stock Remedies Act, 1947,



the Marine Living Resources Act, 1998,



the National Environmental Management: Integrated
Coastal Management Act, 2008

Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-692

Verification

Analysis
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CSP_Mid.CBF recycling and decomposition.
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment shall be compliant with environmental,
1780
ecological, safety, political and social legislation with regard to
recycling and decomposition.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1037

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF disposable equipment labelling
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF disposable equipment should be labelled as such.
1781
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-721

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF restriction of hazardous substances
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall be compliant with the RoHS Directive
1782
2011/65/EU (RoHS 2) or equivalent.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1099

Verification

Analysis

3.8.5

EMI and EMC

CSP_Mid.CBF EMI and EMC
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment shall be compliant with the emission
1783
and immunity standards in the SKA EMI/EMC Standards and
Procedures [SKA-TEL-SKO-0000202] document.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-671

Verification

Test and Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF essential conducted and radiated
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- electromagnetic emissions
1784
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CSP_Mid.CBF LRU equipment that radiate electromagnetic
emissions in the SKA1 frequency range and that aren't within a
shielded enclosure of a higher level LRU, shall at a minimum be
compliant with the IEC 61000-6-4 standard or equivalent for
conducted and radiated emissions under standard test conditions
and setups in the SKA Mid telescope frequency range as specified
in the SKA EMI/EMC Standards and Procedures [SKA-TEL-SKO0000202].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-673

Verification

Test and Inspection

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF preferred conducted and radiated
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- electromagnetic emissions
2223
[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF LRU equipment that radiate
electromagnetic emissions in the SKA1 frequency range and that
aren't within a shielded enclosure of a higher level LRU, shall at a
minimum be compliant with the IEC 61000-6-3 standard
or equivalent for conducted and radiated emissions under
standard test conditions and setups in the SKA Mid telescope
frequency range specified in the SKA EMI/EMC Standards and
Procedures [SKA-TEL-SKO-0000202].
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-673

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF electromagnetic susceptibility
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment shall be compliant with the IEC 610001785
6-2 standard or equivalent for susceptibility to conducted and
radiated emissions under standard test conditions and setups.
Note: Only LRUs with electrical or electronic components that are
susceptible to EMI and that aren't within a shielded enclosure of a
higher level LRU need to be checked for compliance.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-672

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF essential off-the-shelf equipment EMC marking
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ1786
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CSP_Mid.CBF "off-the-shelf" LRU equipment shall as a minimum
be CISPR 22 and 24 Class A or equivalent compliant over the
SKA telescope frequency range.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-675

Verification

Inspection

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF preferred off-the-shelf equipment EMC
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- marking
2224
[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF "off-the-shelf" LRU equipment shall as a
minimum be CISPR 22 and 24 Class B or equivalent compliant.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-675

Verification

Test

3.8.5.1

Electrical network electromagnetic compatibility

CSP_Mid.CBF electricity network electromagnetic
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- compatibility
1787
CSP_Mid.CBF equipment shall follow the code of practice for the
application of Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) standards and
guidelines in electricity utility networks.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-674

Verification

Analysis

3.8.6

Availability, Maintainability and Reliability

3.8.6.1

Availability

CSP_Mid.CBF Inherent Availability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall have an Inherent Availability (Ai) of at least
1789
99.9% while operationally capable.
Note: The CSP_Mid.CBF is Operational Capable when it can
generate imaging data visibility products using at least 95% of the
telescope's receptors (or equivalent signal processing capabilities).
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1459

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF Operationally Capable
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall remain Operationally Capable when any
2234
one processing LRU fails.
Note: In the case where all SKA1_Mid receptors are allocated to 1
sub-array, Mid.CBF will be considered Operationally Capable
when the product of the fraction of SKA1_Mid receptors that
Mid.CBF can signal process and the fraction of output science
data products that Mid.CBF can produce, is not less than 95%.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1459

Verification

Analysis

3.8.6.2

Maintainability

CSP_Mid.CBF maintenance hours
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall require less than 18 Direct Maintenance
1792
Hours (DMH) per month at the Organizational Level (O-Level).
Note: DMH/month = MTTR x number of equipment repair actions
per month at the O-Level.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1053

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF mean time to repair
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall have a Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) of less
1793
than 1 hour at the organizational level (O-Level).
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1486

Verification

Analysis
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CSP_Mid.CBF software maintenance down time
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall have a Maintenance Down Time (MDT) of
1853
less than 2 hours per year for software repairs.
Note: Software MDT is defined as the time per year that CBF is
unavailable as result of CBF software defect repairs and software
maintenance activities during the telescope operational phase.
CBF software defect repairs and maintenance that don't require
CBF down-time are excluded from MDT.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1054

Verification

Analysis

3.8.6.3

Testability

3.8.6.3.1

Off-line Diagnostic Tests

Off-line as used in the Mid.CBF Level 3 requirements means "while the CSP_Mid.CBF
Administrative Mode is set to OFFLINE." While off-line, Mid.CBF can execute standalone tests
with actual or simulated interfaces.
Other sub-elements (likely off-line as well) can cooperate by sending/receiving known data
patterns to/from Mid.CBF to confirm internal functionality and interface integrity.

CSP_Mid.CBF off-line built-in self-test capability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and with the CSP_Mid.CBF Administrative
1837
Mode set to OFFLINE, CSP_Mid.CBF shall perform diagnostic
tests to detect and isolate LRU and sub-element level faults.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1137

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF off-line fault detection performance
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and the CSP_Mid.CBF Administrative Mode
1794
set to OFFLINE, CSP_Mid.CBF built-in diagnostic selftest capability shall detect and report 99% of all critical subelement failures.
Note: A Critical Failure is a failure that would prevent CBF being
"Operationally Capable".
Parent
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Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF off-line fault isolation performance
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and with the CSP_Mid.CBF Administrative
2226
Mode set to OFFLINE, CSP_Mid.CBF shall isolate 95% of all
failures down to a LRU level.
Note: The CBF maintainer functions as part of the fault isolation
mechanism by removing and replacing suspect LRUs.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1137

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF off-line communications fault detection
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and with the CSP_Mid.CBF Administrative
2227
Mode set to OFFLINE, CSP_Mid.CBF shall detect and report 99%
of sub-element LRU to LRU and LRU to external interface
communication path faults.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-702 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1137

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF off-line memory and calculation fault detection
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhen commanded and with the CSP_Mid.CBF Administrative
1849
Modes set to OFFLINE, CSP_Mid.CBF shall detect and report the
following faults:
1. Stuck or incorrect memory cells, whether a direct fault or
manifested as such,
2. Calculation faults that may lead to incorrect data products,
whether a direct fault or manifested as such.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-702 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1137

Verification

Analysis

3.8.6.3.2

On-line Diagnostic Tests

On-line, as used in the Level 3 Mid.CBF requirements, means "while the CSP_Mid.CBF
Administrative Mode is set to ONLINE or MAINTENANCE."
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CSP_Mid.CBF on-line built-in self-test capability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhile the CSP_Mid.CBF Administrative Mode is set to ONLINE or
1836
MAINTENANCE, CSP_Mid.CBF shall perform diagnostic tests to
detect and isolate LRU and sub-element faults.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-702 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1137

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF on-line fault detection performance
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhile the CSP_Mid.CBF Administrative Mode is set to ONLINE or
2225
MAINTENANCE, CSP_Mid.CBF shall detect and report 99% of all
Critical Failures.
Note: A Critical Failure is a failure that would prevent the CBF of
being "Operationally Capable".
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-702

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF on-line fault isolation performance
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhile the CSP_Mid.CBF Administrative Mode is set to ONLINE or
1795
MAINTENANCE, the CSP_Mid.CBF shall isolate more than
95% of all failures down to a LRU level.
Note: CBF maintainer implements part of the fault isolation
capability by removing and replacing suspected LRUs to isolate
the faulty LRU.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1137

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF on-line communications fault detection
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhile the CSP_Mid.CBF Administrative Mode is set to ONLINE or
1848
MAINTENANCE, CSP_Mid.CBF shall detect all utilized subelement LRU to LRU and LRU to external LRU communication
path faults with a detection probability of at least 99%.
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Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-702 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1137

Verification

Analysis

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF on-line single event upset fault
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ- detection
1850
While the CSP_Mid.CBF Administrative Mode is set to ONLINE or
MAINTENANCE, CSP_Mid.CBF shall detect and report Single
Event Upsets (SEUs) independently of manifestation through
programmable logic device malfunction.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-702 SKA1-CSP_REQ-1137

Verification

Analysis

3.8.6.4

Fault Reporting

CSP_Mid.CBF monitor and report operational state
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall monitor its operational state at all times and
1796
report the information upon request.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-646

Verification

Test

[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF operational state storage
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ[Useful] CSP_Mid.CBF shall, when configured, be capable of
1797
archiving its operational state information for up to a one week
duration.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-647

Verification

Test and Analysis

3.8.6.5

Design for maintainability

CSP_Mid.CBF in-system programmability
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQ1799
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CSP_Mid.CBF programmable devices shall be in-system
programmable in cases where the safety of personnel and
equipment are not affected.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1043

Verification

Test and Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF software updates
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment shall facilitate major software updates
1798
within the CSP_Mid maintenance time allocations.
Note: Software maintenance down time (MDT) is defined as the
time per year that CSP is unavailable as result of a CSP software
defect repairs and general software maintenance activities during
the telescope operational phase. It's assumed that all major CSP
software defects are removed during construction and the first
year of warranty. CSP software defect repairs and maintenance
that don't require CSP down-time are excluded from MDT.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1177

Verification

Analysis

CSP_Mid.CBF maintenance provisions
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF repairable items shall have maintenance
1800
provisions such as test points, accessibility, and plug-in
components.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-713

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF LRU removal
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF LRUs shall be mounted such that removal of any
1801
single LRU does not require the removal of other LRUs.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-714

Verification

Inspection
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CSP_Mid.CBF mounting preclusion
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQMid.CBF shall include provisions to preclude incorrect assembly to
1802
eliminate the possibility of equipment damage or mis-operation.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-717

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF stand-offs and handles
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall provide equipment handles and stand-offs
1803
to facilitate the installation and handling and to mitigate damage
of the equipment during out-of-system repair.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-667

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF mounting guides
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhere applicable, CSP_Mid.CBF shall provide mounting guides
1804
and location pins on equipment to facilitate maintenance.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-718

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF module labelling
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF labelling of modules shall be in a conspicuous
1805
location, such that it is readable when the module is removed or
installed in its intended operating environment, when such labeling
doesn't impede functionality and/or performance.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-719

Verification

Inspection
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3.8.7

Equipment Environment

CSP_Mid.CBF storage environment
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment, while in its storage packaging, shall
1806
withstand, and shall operate to specification as defined
herein after exposure to, the storage environmental conditions as
defined in “Class 1.1: Weather protected, partly temperaturecontrolled storage locations” of the ETSI EN 300 019-1-1
standard and defined in BS EN IEC 60721-3-1.


Climatic Conditions: 1K3



Biological Conditions: 1B2



Chemical conditions: 1C2



Dust and Sand conditions: 1S2



Shock & Vibration Conditions: 1M2

Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-762

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF transportation environment
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQAll components and spares of the CSP_Mid.CBF, in their transport
1808
packaging, shall not be damaged while, and shall perform to
specification as defined herein, after being transported under
conditions as defined in “Class 2.2: careful transportation” of the
ETSI EN 300 019-1-2 standard and defined in BS EN IEC 607213-2:


Climatic conditions 2K5H



Biological conditions 2B3



Chemical conditions 2C1



Dust and Sand conditions 2S3



Shock & Vibration conditions 2M3

Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-695

Verification

Test and Analysis
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CSP_Mid.CBF COTS operating environment
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF "off-the-shelf" equipment shall perform to
1810
specification as defined herein during operation under the
environmental conditions as defined in the ETSI EN 300 019-1-3
standard for "Class 3.6: Telecommunication control room
locations" or equivalent.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-1104

Verification

Test

CSP_Mid.CBF seismic resilience
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF racks and equipment shall survive and be fully
1811
operational after seismic events resulting in a maximum peak
ground acceleration of 1 m/s^2.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-727

Verification

Analysis

3.8.8

Equipment Configuration Identification

CSP_Mid.CBF serial and part numbers
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF equipment items identified in the SKA Logistics
1812
Analysis and Configuration Item Plan as needing individual
characterisation shall be marked with a label displaying a unique
Serial Number and Part Number. The label should normally be in
an easily visible location but may also include embedded
identification for items such as embedded firmware/software.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-704

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF marking method
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQWhere items used in CSP_Mid.CBF require labelling, the method
1813
of marking shall be compliant with the SKA Logistic Analysis
Plan. The nature of the item, its environment and its use will
determine the method.
Parent
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Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF electronically readable or scannable ID
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQItems used within the CSP_Mid.CBF shall be marked with a
1814
unique Electronically readable or scannable ID, in accordance
with the SKA Logistic Analysis Plan and Configuration Plan. The
ID may be serial number or part number or both or in some cases
this may not be needed.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-706

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF package marking
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQAll packaging of items used in CSP_Mid.CBF shall be marked to
1815
uniquely identify the contents in accordance with the SKA
Logistics Analysis Plan. The identification is by part number and
serial number.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-707

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF cable identification
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQEach CSP_Mid.CBF cable end shall carry an identifier that
1816
uniquely defines the connector it needs to connect to.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-711

Verification

Inspection

CSP_Mid.CBF connector plate identification
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQAll CSP_Mid.CBF connector plates shall carry identification labels
1817
for connectors.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-712

Verification

Inspection
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3.8.9

Security and access

CSP_Mid.CBF user access control
SKA1CSP_Mid_CBF_REQCSP_Mid.CBF shall provide hardware and communication access
1818
to any authenticated user. Note: this means that user
authentication for access to CSP_Mid.CBF is provided by TM and
INFRA.
Parent

SKA1-CSP_REQ-691

Verification

Demonstration
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4

VERIFICATION PROVISIONS

We refer the reader to the SKA1 CSP Mid Correlator and Beamformer Test Specification [RD3]
which includes full details of the verification approach for CSP_Mid.CBF [311-000000].
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APPENDIX A INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
DECLARATION

There is no claimed background or foreground Intellectual Property in this specification.
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